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FUTURE
Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years

INSIDE
•Don't forget the GBSA meeting, see
At A Glance, page 2
•Meet a couple of right wings.-the
Norris twins, see Sound & Vision~ page

13
•Search for a new head footba,ll coach
continues, see Sportsweek, page 17
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Ex-employee faces granq theft charges
.

.

Former Bookstore fiscal assistant Alice Battle was released o~. $2,500 ~ail
by Mike Griffin 1

charges which stemmed from a.
routine state audit conducted in
· March indicating discrepa.n:cies in the
.\lice Battle, former fiscal assis· to Tim Hetz, Public Affairs Infor- Bookstore's financial records .
tant of the UCF Bookstore, has been mation Officer for the State Attor- · · The UCF Police Department and
charged with 16 counts of second- ney's office.
UCF auditors completed their indegree grand theft, according to a . Battle will be arraigned on the. vestigation in September and referFlorida State Attorney's Office charges in Orange County Circuit red' their findings to the State Atspokesman.
Court on Dec. 10.
torney's Office. The investigation
Battle, 33, of 409 Celery Circle,
Battle refused to co~ent on the covered the store's profits back to
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fiscal year 1980-'81 .
According to Richard Scott, director of Auxiliary Services, Battle's
In its Nov. 19 article "Adjuncts face uncertain future with new cuts," the Bookstore duties induded ''making
Future incorrectly attributed a quote to Dr. John Bolte, associate vice deposits of revenues, the reconcil~ of
president.of Academic Affairs.
all cash sales and the posting of all
Bolte did not say that adjµncts receive annual raises each year they con- Bookstore accounts.''
tinue to teach at the university. That quote should have been attributed to
Battle was terminated from her
an adjunct professor who did not WaI).t ~o be named.
post on Aug. 20, according to UCF
The .Futµre regrets the error.
president Trevor Colbourn.
Editor in Chi~f

Oviedo, was arrested on Nov.19 and
released on $2,500 bond according

Correction

Scott said that former Bookstore
director Ian Maxwell was terminated
on Sept. 29. No charges have been
filed against Maxwell.
In fiscal year 1982, the Bookstore
grossed $2.2 million according to
John Goree, .vice president for
Business Affairs. This figure includes a profit of approximately
$112,000.
Scott said that changes had been
made at the Bookstore to ensure
that proper, budgeting procedures
are followed. "The procedures that
were there were not adhered to,''
Scott said.

UCFstudent
dies in holiday
plane crash
by Roger Simmons
Contributing writer .

•

A UCF graduate student and her
fiance were killed in a plane crash
over the Thank.sgiving holiday. .
Lou Anne Patton, 28, and Martin .
Small were killed when the Piper
Cherokee they were aboar~ crashed
shortly after take-off in Chesapeake,
Va.
Orlando attorney Richard
Wilson also was aboard the _plane,
but survived the crash. ·
· Patton ·a nd Small had flown .t o
Virginia to spend th~ Thanksgiving
holiday with Pat.~on's family.
Patton graduated from Virginia
Polytechnical Institute. She later
moved to Orlando and ta-qght at
Engelwood Elementary school.
Earlier this year, Patton began
working toward her master's degree
in communication at UCF.
Pam Glmson/Future
Memorial Services for Patton and
Ligh1'.s outside th~ Education Building form an eerie land of shadows after dark.
Small will be held this morning at 10
a.m. at the Altamonte ·chapel. Those
wi~hing to send flowers should have
them delivered to the BaldwinFairchild funeral home.
According to Maggie LaClair,
communication
department
secretary, a memorial fund is being
by Deborah L. Horton
''We are in for a very difficult Florida schools have still been- asked established. · For more information,
Future news
year, but it's not going to just be to subniit reduced budgets in case
call X-2683
this year . .Last week the governor the reduction occurs. With an 8 perThe university could suffer still said campuses will need to revise cent reduction, UCF's budget would
more budget cuts this year and has budget proposals for the coming suffer a loss of $44.5 million the first .
been told to plan for possible budget biennium 1983-85 to show an 8 .per- year.
.
reductions in coming years, UCF cent reduction below the appropriaThe university eventually may
President Trevor Colbourn told the
need an absolute reduction in enrollstudent senate Tuesday.
ment, but Colbourn said that is an ·
"We could very easily see a third
open question at this point.
or fourth (budget cut) depending on
"We will do our very best to prowhat happens to state revenues the
vide the maximum instructional ef·
balance of this fiscal year,'' Colfort and impact' the instructional .
bourn said . . "The balance of this tion that was enacted by the budget as lightly ·as we possibly
year as far as I'm concerned is a con- legislature for the current year." he · can,'' he said.
·
tinuing question mark.''
said. "Certainly the implications of
In addition to affecting supplies
State revenues depend primarily such a downward provision are and equipment purchases, future
upon sales tax income and whether serious,''
budget reductions will affect staffpeople are able to buy, Colbourn
The 8 percent reduction may not ing. The school will be hiring fewer
said.
be necessary, but Colbourn said
Colboum, page 8

Shadowlanrl

Colbourn warns student senate to
expect more cutbacks in the future

See related story,
page 4
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At AClance·
'IOU CAN COUNT ON CARVEL
FOR SPECIAL TREATS FOR THE
HOLIDAYS.

Opportunity for study abroad
CL1' THESE COUPONI FOR
HOLIDAY SA'llN~I
AT CARVEL

.Open
11a.m.

Rotary Clubs throughout Central Florida are searching for candidates for Rotary Foundation Educational Awards for study abroad in 1984-'85. The purpose of the scholarships is to further international
understanding and friendly relations between peoples of
different countries.
The ·awards for graduate and undergraduate students,
teachers of the handicapped, students in technical training programs and journalists, provide round trip
transportation, educational and living expenses for one
academic year, and funds for intensive language training if necessary.
A scholarship may be used for almost any field of
study. Study or training must be undertaken in one of
the 156 countries or territories in which there are ·
Rotary Clubs.
Foundation Scholars are expected to be outstanding
ambassadors of good will in interacting and communicating with the people of the· ho~t country. After
the foreign study has been accomplished, the scholar is .
expected to discuss and share the experiences and
understanding acquired during the scholarship studies
with the pec;>ple of the scholar's home country.
A general information meeting will be held on Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in the Student Affairs Conference
Room in the Administration Building. Persons desiring
further information who are unable to attend this
meeting may contact Barth Engert at X-2231 or
X-2504 ..

FREE! '83 CALENDER

to

With any purchase

10p. m.

•

~--

.....-

Includes
monthly

coupons
worth

~ '"

KECRfAM~1~

678-0637

1913 caunDA

s12.oo

fa

~ "' _..~~

Hurry our supply is limited!

St~-H.

IOIPUIN
Educational Center

There IS a difference!!!
-

Course

Class Starting

GMAT
SAT
LSAT
MCAT

Dec.6
Jan.8
Jan.15
Jan.16

PKP initiation is Sunday

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

All members of Phi Kappa Phi National Scholarship
Honor Society are invited to attend the initiation
ceremony on Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium. UCF President Trevor Colbourn will be the
guest speaker at this initiation for 130 new student
members.

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there ls Insufficient enrollment
Coll for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

678-8400 .
· Centers In More Thon 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ono Switzerland

Poetry Club

m~mbers

honored

The UCF Poetry Club congratulates members Lee
B'1llou and Pat James. Both had their poems selected
for inclusion in this year's International Publications,
an anthology of prose, poetry and photography from
around the world.
The Poetry Club will hold its final meeting of the fall
semester on Monday at 8 p.m. in HFA 439. Beginning
poets and prose writers and other interested individuals
are encouraged to attend. For any further information,
please call Joe at 275-6842.

MEMORY
· TYPING
SERVICE
(Heaso11ubl«• Student Ratts)

GBSA to meet tonight
oaciooaoooaao
CIQl:J.ClOQOQOQDQ

\\
l/}add?inGoooaaaa
oooaaoaaooaoU
,.--~~~~~~~--.'D

Call 896-4130 After 5 pm

Working Mothers

,

,......................•..............................

:
:

''
'~
'
:
'
:
''

SURF THE BAHAMASAT REASONABLE RATES

WHITE
SOUND
COTTAGES

.:
:

'''
:

'
:
'
:
''

'
:

Prime location only 300"
from best surfing in area -

'
:

'
:

cottages are waterfront.
modern . clean . have all

'
:

:
'
:.
,

cooking facilities and include
bicycles ·- sailboats. ·power
boats. skung. reef d1v1ng. etc.
available , Located three

'
,
:

miles south of Hope Town.
Ab~co Bahamas IT'S BffiER IN THE BAHAMAS! For a descript1ve brochure. ava1lab1l1t1es or reseNat1ons. phone or write ·
.
STEVE or' MARJORIE DODGE

'

,
:
:

-

1615 W. HARRISON AVE.
DECATUR. IL 62526

:
'
:
'
'
'
:

'

'
:
:

'
(217) 423-0511
'
! ~···························~---····· -~·~········~--~

1
'

The newly formed Graduate Business Student
Association will hold an important meeting today at 6
p.m. in PH 210. The proposed constitution and bylaws
will be discussed and an important announcement
regarding the coming election of officers will be made.
All graduate business students are urged to attend.
A wine and cheese social sponsored by the GBSA will
be held at the Winter Park Villa Apartments Clubhouse
on Saturday from 6-8 p.m. Tickets can be purchased for
$3 per person from pro-tern officers or at the door. All
graduate business students and their guests are
welcome. All faculty members of the College of
Bussiness Administration will be formally invited and
admitted at no charge. ~asual business attire is requested. The clubhouse is located on the east side of
State Road 436, one half mile south of University
Boulevard.
·
For additional information concerning the association, see the Graduate Business Student Association
bulletin board located in Phillips Hall, outside the
Graduate Records Office. This bulletin board contains
the minutes of each meeting, a suggestion box, sign-up
sheets for comprhensive examination review sessions
and the names and telephone number-s of the pro-tern
officers. Feel free to .contact any of these individuals
with questions.

•

..

•

Correction
The Future regrets an error that appeared in the last
edition of the paper in which the Graduate Business Student Association announcement appeared under the
wrong headline.
We apologize for any confusion that resulted from the
error.
.....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•
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- 1nvest~gating -the

reporters

UCF communication pr.ofessor piecing together book on bogus news articles.
by Donna Howell
Future news

For instance one New York paper or five other tall tales are at- .

of the 187.0s falsely reported that all tributable to Poe, Fedler said.

of the animals·housed in the Central
Fedler' s favorite hoax did not
According to one UCF professor, Park Zoo had escaped. Such a panic originate from within.' a newspaper,
the hoax is as big a part of the resulted that some residents stayed but it was directed at one. Three
history of the American journalism indoors for a week, while others took men in Atlanta killed and shaved a
monkey, cut off its tail, and used the
as the p~inting press.
to the streets armed with guns to creature to convince a local
Journalism instructor Dr. Fred protect themselves and to hunt the newspaper that they had found a
"spaceman" left behind by a flying
Fedler is investigating newspaper escaped creatures.
saucer.
hoaxes in America from the 1800s to
the early 20th century. His research
In the 1920s, another New York
indicated that even famous figures paper printed rumors of a "sin ship"
"it's sort of like playing detective.
like Mark Twain, Benjamin anchored three miles offshore which Researching a specific case is exFranklin and Edgar Allen Poe offered wine, women, gambling and citing, but it's a gamble, like playing
authored scandalous, sensational jazz music to its hedonistic -poker," Fedler said.
and untrue articles in the passengers. New Yorkers- took to
newspapers of their ~ay.
His clues can come from almost
rowboats in search of the ship's forbidden pleasures. But .. even the anywhere. Comments in a Boston
So far, Fedler has . uncovered Coast Guard could not find a trace · journalist's memoirs led him to a fic· · about 30 hoaxes by tracing threads of the vessel.
titious story about life-threatening
volcanos in the Atlantic Ocean.
of clues gathered from journalists'
biographies and newspaper · Bogus "scoops" were picked up When he uncovers a newspaper
histories.
by other newspapers even when the date, Fedler said he requests a copy
.source of a published story could not through the inter-library' loan
Fedler began his research two be found, thus spreading the hoaxes, system.
years ago and expects to spend Fedler said.
·another year hunting for clues
Fedler received his B. A. in jourbefore drafting the book, which he
Inventor/journalist 'Benjamin nalism form the University of
estimates will take two years to Franklin was responsible for at least Wisconsin, his master's degree from
write.
12 fictitious articles, according to the University of Kentucky, and his
Fedler. Pos~g as ·a young widow, doctorate from the University of
Why did readers believe the Franklin -once published essays in a Minnesota. He has worked as a
focal newpaper inviting young reporter, copy editor and freelance
hoaxes?
Boston gentlemen to wr~te to him.
writer.
· ''The 'penny papers' of the nineEdgar Allen Poe popularized a
teenth century had to appeal to
"I'm an avid reader and I have
readers with as little as three or four story in 1844 which claimed that always loved to write,'' he said.
years of formal education," Fedler eight people crossed the Atlantic in Fedler has authored two textbooks,
said. "Ridiculous stories were often a balloon, from Europe to Norfolk, both of which are published by Haraccepted as fact.''
Va., in only three days. At least four court Brase Jovanovich~ He is cur-

•

-·

-

Fred Fedler

rently completing the third edition
of "Reporting .for the Print Media,"
which is used in UCF's news reportmg classes. · His second textbook
was "An Introduction to the Mass
Media.''

Citing the "publish or perish" doc-.
trine of university professors, Fedler
has published more than 25
academic articles, as well as other
freelance works.
The newspaper hoax book will be
his first pop?lar trade book. Fedler
said he redrafts each manuscript at
least 10 times before he is satisfied
with it:

The
Student
Center
Cinema

•

All movies are.50 cents for Student
$1.50 for Non-Students

•

•

•

''BROOMHALL· ..
SUPERBOWL"
'

UCF vs. Channel 9 All Stars
Orlando Ice Palace
4 '

Dec. 11 7:30-l:OOPM
$4.25-Children, $4. 7 5-Adults
Proceeds will benifit ''Toys for Tots''

...-.

'MME NIGHT

--.., '
,,

F~ Food and hn111

I•

I•

I·-

SC 0.111eroom ·

ft:

Dee. 10, tOPM-SAM

....

.

1

'

\I~

, ••

••..••

_'If_ ·~"
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Senate passes add/drop resolution
• The university has allocated · jectors and related equipment.
ping, not only does it unload their
schedule, but it allows for more $17,000 to purchase automatic . Students are no longer allowed to
·· classes to be availaJ:>le, '' Rot~er said. doors in an effort to increase ban- check out such eq~pment from the
dicap access throughout the schooi, _ university instructional resources
department except through clas~es,
The student senate Tuesday.passAlthough Ed Knight, director of according to Sen. Lucy.Johnson.
Johnson traveled to Tallahassee Burkett said. ·
ed a resolution recommending records and registration, expressed
''We're trying to give clubs and
changes in-the current add/drop pro- concern about finding a terminal for along with legislative adviser Nancy
cedure which would be implemented a separate drop-only line. Rotter Stirling to present student petitions organizations some type of help,'' he
said.
suggested using one of the two ter- supporting better handicap access.
during summer 1983 registration.
Sen. Rob Rotter introduced the . minals used at the problem table,
resolution based on the results of an since he feels few people use the proinformal s\irvey that he conducted a blem line during add/drop. As an
alternative, Rotter suggested using
year ago.
At that time, 70 percent of the the hold terminal
students responding to the survey
The resolution also recommends·
favored an add/drop appointment
time based on a student's class stan- · that faculty attending registration
ding ~nd most recent grade point and add/drop post the days and
during the Christmas holidays, Vice
average.
times they will be available for ad- by Deborah ~arritt
President of Busmess Affairs John
Although the resolution does not visement at the registration tables. Future news
·suggest giving .a ppointment times
Goree said. The only areas using
for add/drop. Rotter thinks the ad''A lot of times, students will wait
A freeze on overtime and the hir- electricity will be the laboratories
· in line and find the professors are ing of new personnel, as well as a and · computer areas where
ministration should consider it.
An appointment time would let gone after they get in there, '' Rotter reduction in travel expenditures, are temperature changes can cause ex· stud~nts leave add/drop to get over- said,
among the steps UCF officials have pensive damage.
rides, etc., then return to add classes
The.university is also looking into
The senate also recommended ex- already taken to reduce the effects
·. without waiting in line again, Rotter · tending add/drop to include evening of Gov. Bob .Graham's recent 2.49 the feasibility of lowering the
hours at least until 8 p.m. on any percent budget cut, Dr. Leslie Ellis, temperature to 68 degrees for
I said.
The resolution recommends that two consecutive days during UCF's vice-president of Academic .heating and raising it to 76 degrees
students be allowed to drop classes add/drop.
for cooling, Goree said. If this proAffairs, said.
at any tinie during add/drop by goThe university is allowing over- posal is adopted, the university can
ing through a separate line.
time only when it is necessary such save from $15,000 to $25,000, Goree
In other action:
''The idea is to keep people from
as in the case of emergencies at the said.
waiting in line all day,'' Rotter said.
For every $5,000 to $6,000 the
• The student sena_te passed a bill Physical Plant, Ellis said.
- Having an ongoing drop-only line providing money for the purchase of The university is also considering university ~aves, another class secwould give peopl~ with full work or audio-visual equipment for use by several proposals to cut down on its tion can be offered Ellis said.
class schedules a chance to drop university clubs and organizations. utility bills as a means of lessening
Because UCF officials are co.mmitclasses quickly without standing in
Sen. Robert Burkett introduced a the effects of the $899,190 cutback, ted to protecting spring term course
the slower line to add/drop.
offerings, students may not feel the
bill that allocates. an estimated Ellis said.
One of the biggest advantages $4,250 for three slide projectors, two The university hopes to save from effects of the cutback until the sumwould be quick class turnaround.
projection screens, a . video $10,000 to $15,000 by closing down mer ''A'' semester.
"When you have people only drop- player/recorder, two overhead proby Deborah L. Horton
Future news

-

$899, 190 budget cut forcing

freeze on

overtime~ · hiring

1

I

..

IF YOU ·L IKE BANKING
MAD·E EASY

YOU'LL LOVE us·
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
·1ocated just minutes from the
u·.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers.in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T~. building. All to
make·banking easy for you.

Goodnews·:

I
I
I
for yoUng drivers:
.
I
Criterion takes the hassle
I
out of car insurance.
I
got enough hassles - you don't need
I You've
one with your car insurance. So join the Criterion
II Crowd and enjoy these benefits:
I
• Low down-payment and drive.
I
• Stretch your payments out over 9 months.
• Money-saving deductibles and discounts.
I
•Fast-action 24-hour claiin service
I
throughout the U.S.
I
• Famous Criterion service and dependability.
1 · • Free ra~e quote right over the phone.
II
I
Call: 645-1488

1
I
I
I
I
I
·1
I
I
I

everything you will ever
need from a Full service Bank is ·
yours at ....

••

1
11

II

:II
'~. R Cr•te •
m
. . ~CE~1~ ..:·
II
I

;'

3131 Corrine Drive

·

Orlando·

,

- ~'lOJJ~ F.RIENDLY

1ss GENEVA DRIVE ;

®- MEMBEAF~I~
·'

OVIEDO

. HOMETOWN_'BANK .

P.O. etiX 729. ov1ED0, FLORIDA 32765

.................

' -~~~~.....---~

(305)365,-6611

•
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Give the gift of time_;
share Christmas with kids
.

.

.

peiiences with students · who
became disinterested after four or
five months. If you would like to
find out more·, contact Rising at
422-3197.

_. .

by Krys Fluker

of swimming in an indoor pool
and exercising in a gym) and
"Fun Club" which provides afterAs Christmas draws near, we school activities such as arts,
can't help but think of the people, crafts, movies and field trips for
especially children, who are less' ages' 6-12. If you're interested in
fortunate than we are. You can do helping out at the YMCA, contact
a lot more than think about them, Karen Sentons at 896-9220.
though; there are several things
One of the most extensive proUCF students can do to help ·grams in the area is the Big
children during the Christmas Brothers/Big Sisters progral'1.
season and year round.
There are several · UCF students
One of the more obvious acts of already participating, anci the
benevolence is donating money feedback lias been mostly
and goods. OrganiZations such as · positive, said Cathie Rising, case
the Salvation Arniy and Goodwill work superviser.
always accept donations of used
clothing, books and toys, and fun- ·
, ding programs like the Sentinel
I
, .
, Santa use donations to buy toys
for needy children.
But time is ah even more
valuable donation that UCF
students can make.
Volunteer work is the basis of
most charitable organizations.
Most volunteers regard their
work as very rewarding and
enriching. There is one
characteristic common to almost
every charitable organization in
town: lack of commitment. A
strong commitment is especially
vital in working with children
because kids tend to place fault
on themselves rather than on a
negligent volunteer. However, if
you're willing to make that commitment, there are plenty of
things you can do.
You might consider volunteering for the YMCA. Volunteer
work is diverse, positions varying
from clerical to lifeguarding. If
you want to work directly with
children, the YMCA needs
counselors for their two programs
''Gym and Swim,'' (a combination
Future news

..

..

•

f7!

.

I

"

Something that might be of .
particular interest to education
majors is the Additions program.
Additions is concerned 'Yith helping children in schools.
Playground supervision~· art and
music are a few of the categories
in which volunteers can .help.
Some voltinteers listen to children
read, and .some help ~ds with
math skills. Currently, Spanishspeaking volunteers are . in great
demand to help Spanish-speaking
children learn elementary
English. ·when you apply you are
asked which area you . wish to
work in, and you can choose any
school in Orange County. To get
Big Brothers/Big Sisters is a .an application form, . contact
program in which an older person . Eleanor Fisher at 422-5817.
If none of these seem appealing,
is paired with a child, .perhaps
from a broken or underpriveleged there are agencies that can conhome. The volunteer is asked to nect you with a . v.olunteer
spend at least four . hours a week orglll)ization to suit your abilities.
with his or her chil<;l and to com- You can contact · Young
mit himself for at least a year to Volunt~rs in Action, whicli deals .
the relationship. The only excep- with people up to age · 21, .at
tion to this is in the case of a stu- 896-3113. The Voluntee~· S~rvice
dent who will only be in the area Bureau (841-7681) also acts as a
clearinghouse for v:~h~nteer
nine months.
workers.
One thing that all volunteer
Rising stresses commitment as
the primary qualification, since organizations stress, especially
the program had several bad ex- when working with .children is
, this: don't make the commitment
~..,..~- if you don't have· the time. But if
you have the time, you Iajght find
that volunteer work makes a nice
Chris.t mas gift for a chil~. ·

r
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FOOD & SPIRITS ·
SOUPS

11.JRGEBS & SANDWICHES

FAVORITF.S

French Onion Soup ...... 1.75

AU burgers & sandwK:hes are served with our
own potatoes.
·

Please add$1.95 forchoiceof souporsalod, our
famous potatoes and ~lowerpot bread.

Beer Soup ... 1.2.5

Baaic Bur,er ............... : 2 .95
Served on an omon roll with lettuce, tomato, &
ptc:kle spear.

Chicken. Broccol
With

Cheese Burger ............. 3.25

Polynesian Chicken ...... 3.95

Home made & topped with seasoned croutons
& a ganerou." slice of Provolone cheese.

Cheae &

A thick full-bodied Cheddar simmered with a
hint of beer.

Oyater Spinach Soup ... 1.25

Topped with a thick slice of C hedclar.

Our famous light creamy soup made fresh daily.

Firehou&e Chili ............ 1.25
Topped with Cheddar cheese & diced onion.

APPETIZERS & SNACKS
Zucchini Fingers ·.. ........ 2 .45
lightly breaded & served with horseradish
sauce.

Bacon-Cheese Burger
,

Topped with Swiss cheese &

bacon.

Auorted Vegetable B•ket ..3.45

Steak Supreme ............. 5.75

Bean Nachos

Boneless breast of chicken topped with Swiss
cheese & bacon.

DINNERS
SALADS
lceburg lettuce, red cabbage, carrots, onions,
cucumbers, & tomato served with croutl)ns and
your choice of dressing.

2.95

Chicken Finger · Dinner .. 5.25
6 lightly breaded chicken strips with honey·

Cheddar cheese & Jalapeno peppers.

Chicken N achoa .. .. . . .. .. . 3 .45
Nacho chips topped with our spicy chicken
recipe, sour cream, Provok>ne · cheese &:
Jaiapeno peppers.

Combo Nacho Platter .. 3.45

Petite Rib Eye Steak .. 6.5~

A blend of all 3 varieties.

6 oz. Rib Eye Steak Broiled to order

Hearty Rib Eye Steak
Rib Eye

~&

Fingers ...... 7.25

6 oz. Rib eye Steak & 3 Chick~n Fingers wit~
honey-mustard sauce.

Country Ham Dinner .... 5.25

Tomato Tampa-Style ..... 2.95

Ham Steak topped with fresh raisin sauce

Fresh tomato stuffed with your choice of
chicken or tuna salad.

.Pork Chop Dinner ....... 5.25
2 choice chops smothered with sauteed onions

3.50

Romaine lettuce topped with fresh chicken,
Parmesan cheese & Caesar's dressing.

POTATO SKINS

105'

12 oz. Rib Eye Steak broiled to order

Fresh leaf spinach topped with bacon bits, fresh
mushrooms, egg, croutons & our hot bacon
dressing.
·

Caesar'• Chicken Salad

•

mustard sauce.

Chef• Salad ................. 3.25
Spinach Salad .............. 3.25

Prime Rib Dinners

King Cut ............................. 12.95
Queen Cut ...........................
9.50

BREADS

Each order of Skins contains 6 halves of freshly
baked potato.

Pizza Skina .................. 3.95

Skins filed with Marinara sauce, Mozzarella
cheae & pepperoni. ·

B.con Skim .. 3.45

Skins f.Ded with Cheddar cheese & real bacon
'

Spicy Chicken SkJna

All dinnen. are . se'rved with our famous
potatoes, fresh fruit 9arniSh, choice of soup or
Simple Salad, & Flowerpot bread.

Simple Salad ................ 1.25

Chili & Cheae Nacho. .. 3.45

bits;

Spanish or Cheese Omelette made with 3 large
fr25h eggs.

Simpfe Salad & your choice of soup.

Nadi0 chips smothered with our Firehouse

a

Omelettes ..................... 3.25

Chicken Sandwich ........ 3-_25

Nacho chips covered with spicy beef, refried
beans, Cheddar cheese, & Jalapeno peppers.

ChnM

Boneless breast of chicken smothered with
mushrooms, onions & Provolone cheese.

French Dip ................... 3 ;50

Crisp salad mix topped with sliced turkey, ham,
cheese, egg, bacon bits, & croutons.

chil~

Chicken Supreme ......... 3.95

Soup & Salad .............. 2.25

NACHOS
Beef &

Choice Rib eye steak smothered with
mushrooms, onions, & Provolone chee5e .

Reuben Sandwich .... ;..... 3.25

.~ ........... 2.95
lightly breaded ~ozzarella served with
Marinara sauce.

Chicken Finger Snack .. 2.95

eggs.

Chill Burger ................. 3.25
Smothered with Firehouse chili & Cheddar
cheese.

Cheese Fingers

3 seasoned '& breaded chicken strips served
with honey· mustard sauce & our own potatoes.

fresh

Ground bee( topped with fresh tomatoes,
scallions & Cheddar cheese.

Thinly sliced roast beef served with Au Jus.

Zucchini, mushrooms, onion rings, plus cheese
fingers.

&

Topped with sautee<I mushrooms & onion5.

Onion Ring• ................. 1.95
Fried golden brown.

cheese

The Chopper ................ 3.25

Muahroom Burger ......... 3.25

Corned beef stacked on Rye with Swiss cheese
& sauerkraut.

Batter dipped& served with horseradish sauce.

Swiss

The House Specialty
Boneless breast of chicken marinated in teriyaki
sauce & served over rice piliaf.

3.50

2 .45

Fried M uahroom•

.......................... .2.75

Quiche

3.45

SU. filed with lpicy chicken, PrOYOlone
cheele, A nuhrooml.

Combo Skin• ................ 3.95

2 Pizza lkinl, 2 Cheae A 8econ lkN &: 2
Spicy Ctw:ken . . .

-Flowerpot Bread ...........

f'ROZF.N DRINKS

.90

Homemade bread freshly baked in clay

& CX>FFEE

flowerpots.

Df.SSERTS

Margarita ....................
Pina Colada ...............
Strawberry Daiqu-iri ....
lriah Coffee ...............

Chee1ecake ................... 1.25
with Chmy or BU.beny

topping .. . .............................. .1. 75

Mud Pie .................... -.. 2.25

Oreo cookie crumb crust & coffee k:e cream
topped with thick chocolate fudge.

Chocolate Cake ....•.......

2.75
2.75
2.75
2.25

Old Bushmill & whipped cream.

Spaniah Coffee .......... 2.25

.90

Kahlua & whipped cream.

·

MONDAY-"Greek Night" -All Cocktails "2 for 1"
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, & FRIDAY- Happy Hour
2-7pm and 1Opm-close
··
·
.·
.
WEDNESDAY-"3for1" Happy Hour 5-6pm
COCKTAILS

•

DANCING NIGHTLY

•

VIDEO GAMES

•nclle's 11731 E. Colonial (At Alafaya TralQ
Jmt Y1 mlle IOllh ol UCF

•
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Dormitory showers still need repairs
by Debor&b L. Horton

Lewis and Burke Architects and
the contractor, Roger P. Kennedy,
are responsible for designing and
UCF may have to resort to legal constructing the buildings, and
action to repair showers which were neither one will accept the financial
incorrectly installed in all 231 rooms responsihility for cost of repairs to
of the three new dorms.
the showers, McCray said.
"In order to properly correct the
"Unfortunately, it will probably
problem with .the showers, it will be be necessary for the courts to decide
necessary to tear out the existing who is legally responsible for the
structure and reconstruct the entire necessary repairs,'' McCray said.
unit at a minimum cost of $40,000
While the showers are being
for all the showers in Brevard, repaired, dorm students will
Orange and Seminole Halls,'' Chris definitely be inconvenienced, McMcCray, director of housing, said.
Cray said,
Future news

.

"If anything happens it will occur
in all probability while you (dorm
residents) ar~ in the building," McCray said.
If the financial situation is resolved by the summer, students would
probably have to vacate the new
dorms before reconstruction ·could
begin.
''The university is going to have
to decide whether or not they want
the income from conferences they've
already committed to (for the old ·
dorms next summer) or whether
they want to' p~ovide spacing for

students." McCray said. "Whatever
we do is going to be unpopular, but
the end results will be worth it-if
we ever get to that stage."
Meanwhile, shower renovations in
the old dorms, which were scheduled
for completion in early November,
are still in progress.
The shower stalls in Lake and
Volusia halls have been replaced,
McCray said. Workers must still install new material in showers in
Osceola and Polk halls before wall
plaster can be repaired and painted.

.

Cable TV to highlight new dorm improvements
by Deborah L. Horton
Future news

Dorm students can expect some
improvements in their surroundings
this year, including picnic tables, an
ice machine and cable television.
Six picnic tables have been purchased and will be placed in the new
dorm complex, Chris McCray, direc-

t.o r of housing, said. The p1cmc get cable service since the cable comtables were bought with fwlds ear- pany's plan required .installation in
marked for the new dorm facilities. either all the dorm rooms or none.
"We'll consider putting picnic
tables in the old dorms, but we
would have to find a place away
from re~idents' windows," McCray
said.
Individual dorm rooms will not

ATTENTION ALL COMMUNICATION STUDENTS!
As a student in the General Communication tract, I am required to take the course "Group
Interaction." This course is offered in the Fall for one section only, and only by one instructor. Students like myself who wish to graduate this spring or summer, but who lack the class,
will be forced to wait until next Christmas.
·
It is this university's commitment to serve the student body's needs, not the other way
around. Each student has the right to be treated as an individual, which is why I bought and
paid for this announcement-so that I may be recognized as an individual with a specific
problem. Since this is not a privately funded institution but rather a state funded university,

•

•

•
•

•

•

The Interhall Council's survey of a
cross-section of students indicated
that students wanted the option of
either paying for cable in their
rooms or not.
But all students will be able to

watch cable television in the Commons Building.
"By fall we will have cable in the
Commons Building and perhaps
over in the TV lounge in Osceola and
in the TV rooms in the women's
dorms in the old complex,'' McCray
said. "We will have to wait and see
how our money looks next
semester.''
1

there are limitations on the money allocatea for each department. However, providing niany
introductory courses without recognizing the needs of graduating seniors is unsatisfactory.
I have a job .waiting for me in the spring if I earn my degree and losing it could mean
economic hardship. I'm sure there are many students that can identify with my situation
realizing that college should not be a perpetual stay just to satisfy the student number
quotas of a particular department.
H you need or want this course to be offered this semester, please contact the Future
·business office at 275-2865 and leave your name, SSN, and phone number. Together we can
do something abo~t this. Thank you.
Chris Kelley .
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Dorm adt1'inistrators named
to assist resident advisers
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by Deborah L. Horton
Future news
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UCF has hired Christi Hartzler as
area administrator for dorm
students, Housing Director Chris
McCray a1111ounced this week.

.-.;'/

:. ·tM -;tour·Future
lilU ,fle~::o MC)NEY
d.rtcf -xP9:ri~pq~U
j\Mtti.e.:FUture we.have
·A<i®Pnt$:-'tha.t need
:~s&·R.\llOEl .

· Although the resident assistants
are trained throughout the year, McCray said the area administrator
will have additional formal training
and will be able to train · and guide
the resident assistants.
' "The area administrator will be
responsible for UCF's total
undergraduate resiqence life program,'' McCray said.
She will report to McCray and will
plan programs for the residents, provide counseling and supervise the
resident assistants, he said.

Hartzler will also be accessible to
dorm residents when McCray is not
available to help them. She will have
daily office hours in the Commons
Building and will work at least two
nights a week, McCray sai~ .
"The area administrator Will be a
facilitator for the Interhall Council,''
McCray said. She will act as an adviser to the IH C and answer their
questions rather than dictate, he added. .
_
Hartzler held the position of area
coordinator at the University of
Minnesota for more than two years
before accepting the position at
UCF. She was also Residence Direc~
tor at Indiana University of Penn-·
sylvania and a graduate assistant at
the University of Miami. Hartzler
has her master's degree in education
from the University of Miami.

Colbourn------------from page 1

·.L~e.t- s·g~t

- the ·.rw·o._
.tO.getb&r
CAt:L'. 215-2865
~at:~ Com.e . by . ·the
.:.:~.-~f·utute · Jroiler. next .
to Jfle.:·. He.a:lfh··c enter.

part-time and adjunct professors in
an effort to reduce the budget, Colboun1 said.
"We are right now in as absolute a
hiring freeze as I would like to see,"
he said.
Even though labor accounts for
the school's largest budget allocation, Colbourn said career service
employees or tenured faculty are not
in jeopardy of losing their jobs.
"We're not looking at a situation
where staff are· being dismissed,'' he
said.
-

~he professional quality of our
present faculty may be stymied as
funds for seminars, conferences and
training are reduced, Colbourn said.
Colbourn also addressed the recent di$cussion concerning the safety of Alafaya Trail .
. "It's political," he said. "The only
thing I think that will change it
significantly is if the · state does
somehow generate additional funds
for roads.''
Colbourn also speculated that the
new U.S. Congress will oppose major cuts in student financial aid.

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.
We're looking fbr pilots : .. navigators .. . missileers .. . en·
gineers ... math majors . .". people managers . . . doctors ...
scientists ... journalists . . . and more: And the Air Force
ROTC program is a great way to get into a skill like one of
these which can help you improve your leadership ability and
your professional competence.
.
As a commissioned officer in the Air Force, you can be
proud of the role you play in your community and the contribution you make to.your country's security. You can know
that you're doing something of importance, something with
responsibility. ·
The Air Force ROTC program offers a way to help you
achieve these goals . As an AFROTC cadet, you'll learn about
le~dership, management, and more. You'll learn about
ben~fits of being an officer later
like an excellent salary,
medical and dental care, housing and food allowances, and
30 days of vacation with pay each year.· You'll discover a
whole new world open to you in the Air Force. And you can
get there through AFROTC.
Look into it right away. You'll be glad you.did.

on,

BOTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

17DLl17

L7_~_1UMH&.
94

92

•

.1

I

Professor of Aerospace Studies
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg., Room 214
Uniyersity of Central Florida
(305) 275-2264

,,.,,4:1..-l•A\
~-

I 'i -1 ''t

SOFT-ROCK 7AM·12NOON; 1PM·5PM

UNIVERSITY MAGAzlNE 12NooN-1PM
MAflNEE & SYMPHONY Sf>M.8PM

.., .........

._

·- ·-

SPEAKER A

I

"j4

MHz

SPEAKERB

J -1=::::::=::::::::=::::!;::::==:::;====~

•.

WUCF-FM
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SG's course gUide booklet available
by Rose Reedy
Contributing writer

Despite limited cooperation from
professors, the student senate succeeded in publishing a new course information guide to help students
choose their classes.
The booklet contains a listing of
classes offered at UCF including the
names of instructors, the number
and type of exams given, the
amount of homework required and

the number of term pe.pers that are
assigned. It also provides a brief
description of each class and the
grading system that the instructor
uses.
A Student Government Ad Hoc
Committee gave every instructor a
form to complete for every course
that they teach. But of the more
than 600 courses to be listed in the
booklet, only 300 forms were returned. According to Sen. Richard Fish,
all the advertising in the booklet

a

Bookstore buy back begins
D.e c. 8 for -50 percent cost
by Gary McKechnie
Contributing writer

UCF students will have five days
beginning Wednesday, in which to
return textbooks purchased for the
1982 fall term.
According to Dick Scott, head of
the UCF Auxiliary Services,
students will receive 50 percent of
the new book price for used texts
which they return next week.
Approximately 19,000 texts are
expected to be purchased by the
bookstore and will be resold for 75
percent of the new book price. The
25 percent profit made by the
bookstore will go toward the purchase of new books to be used dur-

paid for expenses.
Sen. Monty Knox blamed the low
return rate on the brief amount of
time give before the deadline and the
fact that ·this type of project had
never been done before.
In addition, registration was moved up from the first week in January
to Nov. 29. This gave the senate
committee less time befor~ the
booklet had to be sent to the
printers.
The committee met resistance
from some instructors who objected
to the printing of such booklet.
Knox said that one professor told
him, ''Any serious student would
not need a booklet detailing course
structure."

ing the 1983 academic year.
Last year, a student organization
attempted to start a group which
would buy and sell books at 75 percent of their new price.
But the non-profit organization
failed .in its attempt to provide lower
cost materials.
The scheduling for the buy-back
was designed to coincide with the
schedule of most students.
The schedule for used book purchasing is as follows: Dec. 8-10 from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The b90kstore
will not be operating the used book
purchasing on Dec. 11 and 12. It will
resume Dec. 13 and 14 from 8:30
a.m. to 8 p.m. The last three days of
returns are Dec. 15-17 from 8 a.m. to
5p.m.

••
.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
'•••

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
11AMto7PM
2-FOR-i DRINKS
.$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

•

Knox added that the math department was the most uncooperative.
He said that many of the professors
returned the forms with "nasty little
notes" or did not return them at all.
Despite problems, ·SG is going to
"go through with the project to
show that it's going to be a regular
function,'' Knox said.
"It is an excellent program that
we'd like to expand in the future,"
.Knox said. "It just goes to show
what Student Government is all
about."
The Course Information Guide is
available at the Student Center
Auditorium. Fish said there are
plans to provide students with such
a guide each semester.

••
•
•
: FREE ADMISSION · : ·
••
••
•

•

: AFTER UCF GAME : .
: WITH · STUDENT f

••
:
••
•••
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
••
••
••
••

•

:• 1.0.
MONDAY
e 2forl
All Night

•

•

TUESDAY ••••••••••
•Drink or Drown
8PMto12PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!
WEDNESDAY••••••••
•NICKEL
BEER
NIGHT
5 ¢FOR DRAFT BEER
50 ¢
FOR
MIXED
DRINKS
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for Ladies
SUNDAY ••••••••••••
•HAPPY HOUR .
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
. $1 Off Pitchers
HEINEKEN & BECKS BEER $1.00

•

ORLANDO, FLA.
UPCOMING CONCERTS

Stranger Dec 9th
· $ 1.00 NIGHT
$1.00 MIX· DRINKS,
FROZEN
BEER,
MARGARITAS
2 NEW WAVE BANDS
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Band:'s practice field named

Driggers Field OK'd by Colbourn
by"'Deborah ·P arritt
Future news

UCF President Trevor Colbourn
rece:µtly approved a proposal to·
name the band practice field after
the late Troy Driggers, UCF's first
· drum ma]or, who was killed in an
auto accident last August.
Driggers was . one of the band's
primary organizers when it started
in September 1980, band director
Jerry Gardn~r said.
"After he :(Driggers) tried out for
drum maj.or ·he dedicated almost all
of his life working for the band,''

The inscription on the plaque,
Gardner said:
.
.
Gail Pesare and ·Terri Roberts, which was donated by the
who were friends and fellow band Woodlawn Memorial Cemetery, will
members of Driggers, made the read as follows:
Driggers Field
presentation that convinced UCF 's
Honoring the UCF Marching
Space Committee to dedicate the
field. · The Space Committee is a Band's
First Drum Major,
-group of administration officials
Troy Alvin Driggers
who make recommendations to Col1962-1982
bourn about the use of space
"Strive for the finest"
throughout the campus.
A natural rock formation donated
The saying on the bottom of the
by Drigger's mother, E~zabeth
Smith, has been placed on the field plaque is the fraternity motto of
and will hold a bronze plaque honor· Kappa Kappa Psi, the band fraterni·
ty of which Driggers was president.
ing Driggers. ·
~-.r-

An annual Driggers' Award has
!\lso been set up by the band to
honor one of its members who shows
leadership in regard to the band,
Gardner said.
The $100 scholarship will come
from an on-going memorial fund
held in the UCF Foundation. The
money for the fund was raised by
the band from private donations.
This year's winner will be announced at the band banquet Saturday night. Student Government will
donate the plaque which will honor
the annual winner.

~T

HA?'Pf"A)E:t>

f
Spanky

Tt> IT.1>

by
Carl

Ml_K-ni~g-ht_ _ __
3' x 5'5"
2'8" x 6'3V2"

3'3V2" x 3'10"

®

LIFE SIZE POSTERS
I

Get these life size, full color Busch Bunk
House posters for only $2.00 each. Or,
ordei: the complete set of three for just
$5.00.
DOOR-Cover an existing door or.
hang it on the wall and add a door to ·
your room. Full color, life size. Just
think, a cold Busch waiting at the
door!
.
.
BRASS BED-This is an incredible
poster! A brass bed in your room
for just 2 bucks. Don't pass it up.
WINDOW -A Busch Cowboy makes
agetawayoutofyourroom.Lookfor
the rattlesnake hatband!

EA CH

r-----------------------------------Busch Bunk House life Size Posters
HERE'S HOW TO ORDER

Please ~- Window poster(s) at $2.00 each (P- 141)
send :::_ Door poster(s) at 52.00 each (P-140)
me:
: j _ Bed poster(s) at $ 2.00° each (P-13~)
:::_ set(s). one of ea~h poster at $5.00 per set (P-142)

Make check or money order payable to Busch Bunk House
Poster Offer.
Your Name
Address-- - -· - - - - · - · - - - - - - - City- - ·

·- ·-- - -

Mail to: Project Inc.
6301 Manchester
St. Louis, MO 63139

State-

-

-· ·-·· -Zip -· - - -

Allow 4-6 weeks fur delivery. Void
where prohibited Offer good while
supplies last.

~-----------~------------------------J

Pagell
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Charts tell SAGA's nutritional value
by Rose Reedy

student cafeteria. Now when a student goes through the line to select
an entree, he can glance at a, guide·
Nutrition-conscious students who card to see the food value of the
eat in the cafeteria will now have item.guide cards with nutritional infor-·
The cards have information inmation to help them make wise food cluding calories, protein, fat, carchoices.
bohydrates and percentages of
SAG A Food Services has begun a recommended daily allowances for
nutrition awareness pr9gram in the many nutrients.
Contributing writer

Herschel Creed, head of Board
Operations at SAGA, said he got
the idea for the guide cards from a
food service committee meeting at
which students suggested, posting a
nutritional chart for certain foods.
Creed said he plans t.o expand the
service in the future to include guide
cards for the salad bar, des~erts and

other everyday items.
He gets his information ·from a
corporate headquarters manual
which breaks down all the food they
serve into all the various percentages of nutrients.
A table set up in the student
cafeteria will display brochures on
wise food choi~es calorie intake.

Program may lure high technology to area
by Craig Lee
Corilrlbutlng writer

•

•

•

Undergraduates in the program cent to · the University, and with
will deal primarily with theory and engineers at the proposed Martin
processes, while graduate students Marietta facility on South Alafaya
may do some application work, Trail.
The University and industry are
MalochB; said.
In the future, Malocha said that currently doing their part to nurture
he hopes to be working in conjunc- the program along. Local companies
tion with tenants of the Central have donated $150,000 and · the
Florida Research Park, located adja- department has matched that figure

.

If the university cannot save
enough money during the spring
'semester, enrollment for the Summer "A" term may have to be reduced Ellis said.
"We are straining," Ellis said.
/"We are trying to put our hands on
every dollar that we can. If there is
'another call back before early sum1mer we don't know what w-e will do."
Another · cutback from the state
might result in the university having to cancel the summer ''A'' term
entirely, Ellis said.

·Business
prospers
when people
.,
are given
., .,

opportumt1es~

Not excuses~
WORK

•

it

.

~~~~';d ~,:;~~nse

in order to purchase the necessary
and expensive equipment to be used
in the program.
Malocha is optimistic about the
future. He said that if this area
becomes as successful as the
"silicon valley" in California, they
just may start to call it the "silicon
swamp.''
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·Extra credit
UCF .communication deportment seeks accreditation for RTV, news/editorial
by Denise Wilber
Contributing writer

Research and testing are currently being done in an effort to get the
news editorial and radio/TV sequences of the communication
. department accredited at UCF.
, According to Dr. Tim O'Keefe, a
team of researchers have been
gathenng information and materials

necessary to qualify UCF for the
benefits of being accredited in these
two programs.
Dr. Emery Sasser, chairman of the
mass communication department of
the University of South Florida,
visited UCF last fall on a preaccreditation basis. The chairman
examined the program in progress
to see if it will fit the standards of
the actual accreditation process, according to O'Keefe.

A team from the Association for students, who would be eligible for
Education in J ournalsim in Mass travel funds from the Reader's
Communication will be called in for Digest, which are given only to aca full report if the news editorial and credited schools.
radio/TV sequences do fit the pre- ·
sent standards, O'Keefe said.
In addition, students would be
The res:ults are expected by 1984. eligible to enter writing competiIf eligible, UCF will be one of four tions presently open to accredited
accredited schools ill F.lorida. Others schools only. Graduating from an
include the University of South accredited school would give the
Florida and Florida A & M.
degree more prestige, according to
Accreditation would benefit O'Keefe .

.Professors say phone. system is too complicated
by Loraine Ziegler
Contributing writer

UCF's sophisticated, com_puterized phone system suffers
from a lack of unde_rstanding, according to Bill Morris, director of
Operati~ns Analysis.
The Rolm phone system, installed in December 1981, has
g~nerat~ many complaints from
faculty and staff. However, in the
great.majority of cases, "We have
found a lack of training rather
than defective equipment," Morris said.
''They either did not go to the
training sessions or they
misunderstood something," he
said. "They try to do it on their

a few people who resist change of
any kind. "They really don't take
the time to go back anq learn and
practice,'' Kirby said.

own rather than asking questions
or reading the book."
Larry Kirby,, installation
Manager for Rolm Florida, said
the most frequent complaint initially was that "the system is too
complicated, has too many
features.'' Yet once they learned
how to use their Rolm phones,
most people adjusted and found
they like them, he said;

Morris insisted that the
diehards are in the minority. He
said he now hears very few gripes
about the phones.
However, Dr. Jack Rollins,
asstJcia te dean of Arts and
Sciences, complained that the
phones are "awkward to use. ti
Rollins said the system requires
too much button-pushing .t o perform simple functions like reconnecting and transferring calls. In
addition, ·he said many of the
features available "are of minimal
value to us." Rollins included conference calls and the "camp"
feature in this category. He also

About 150 training sessions
were conducted at UCF prior to
actually ·connecting fhe phones,
according to· Kirby. Since the
system became operational,
about 50 classes have been held at
the request of various departments, he said.
Kirby and Morris agreed that in
any organization there are always

reported receiving "crazy phone
calls" from people off-campus
who had no desire to reach UCF.
Although the mechanical glitches should clear up with time,
the Rolm system ''is overly com.plicated for our needs," according
· to Rollins. Most people in Arts ·
and Sciences have received training and a · manual from Rolm.
"It's kind of ridiculous to have
read a book or take a class to
learn how to. transfer . a call,''
Rollins said.
Objections to .the cost of the
system are also mounting. ''Some
departments are pulling
telephones out to save money.
Not" every faculty member will
have a telephone in his office,"
Rollins said.

UCF Basketball is Big Stuff
1982-83 Student Ticket Distribution
Please read carefully:
A new ticket distribution system has been· set up for th~ coming men's and women's
basketball season, and it is important that you follow this procedure if you want your
free tickets for the games this season.
For each men's game and women's and men's doubleheader, 1,200 free tickets will be
set aside for UCF students. You may obtain one ticket per student ID by sh~wing your
validated ID card at the Ticket Agency in the Bookstore during the five days preceding
each game (as loQg as supply lasts). Students will need tickets for every game, and free
tickets will not be available at the door. Tickets are available five days before each
game, and remain available as long as supply lasts, until the Bookstore closes on the
day of the game. Your,ID will not admit you at the door.
Please plan ahead to obtain your free student tickets for this season's men's and
women's basketball games. Advance tickets are not needed for women's games which
are not part of a doubleheader. Your ID will admit you" at the door.
198~

Sat.

Men's Basketball
Knight.' Home Sehedale
Nov.20
Savannah State

Fri,

7:30

Fri.-

Dec.3

Hollday World Tour6:00
nament-FIU-Auburn
(Montgomery); UCFa:OO

Sun.

Sat.

Dec.4

Third Place,
6:00
Championship Games a :OO

1988-83 Women's Basketball
LadJ' K.alghta' Bo~e Sehedale
Nov.26
C.Cntral Florida ThanksTBA
through
giving "Sun Roast" Tourney TBA
Nov.28
Valdosta State, C.Cntml
Iowa, Troy State, UnJon
(Tenn.), No. Georgia, Davis
&. Elkins (W .Va),
Montevallo, UCF

SaL

Dec. 11

Wed .

Dec. a

Monmouth

Sat.

Dec. 11

Bethune-Cookman•

'6:00

Thuis. Dec. 16

North Park•

a:OO

Sat.

Dec. la

Valdosta State

7:30

Mon

Dec. 20

West Georgia

a:OO

Mon.

Jan.3

Towson State•

a:OO

slit.
Tues.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Jan.a
Jan.11
Jan. la
Jan. 28
Jan.29
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
Feb. 21

Fordham
••Rollins•
••Florida Inst. of Tech.
C.Cntenary
••Biscayne
••Florida Sou them•
••st. Leo•
••Eckerd

a :oo
a :OO
7:30
a :OO
7:30
8 :00
a :OO
7:30

• • SuD11hlne State Conference
•Doubleheader With Women

Georgia Southweste rn•

6:00

Thurs. Dec. 16

Dartmouth•

6:00

Mon.

Jan. 3

Southern Maine•

6:00

Wed.

Jru1 . 5

Blueflelr\ StP. te

7:30

7:30

111urs. Jan. 6
through
Sat.
Jan. a

Tues.
Wed.
Mon .
Mon .
Sat.
Mon .
Sat.

Jan.11
Jan.19
Jan.24
Feb. 7
Feb. 12
Feb.14
Feb. 19

f' t· 11 1 ml Flnrldn flolldu y
TBA
cluissic - I>eltn State, South..:ru lllrnols, (;corgln
Southern, FluridaA&M,
McNeese State, SE Louislana, Bethrn1e-Cookman,UCF
••Rollins•
6:00
Flagler
7:30
Miami
7:30
• •Florida Sou them•
6:00
•"Eckerd
7:30
••SL tcn•
6:00
••Tumpa
7:30

• •Sunshine State Conference
• Doubleh-der With Men

Call 275-2139 for more information

..
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N.orris twins
brothers
in politics
They are always seen together,
notebooks perched at odd angles on
their shoulders. They are virtually indistinguishable from one another,
from their often rumpled shirts down
to their new blue matching sneakers.
They even talk alike.
They are John and Charles, the .
enigmatic Norris twins.
Born on the day before Halloween
in 1959, Charles is the eldest.- John is
three minutes younger. They left the'ir
hometown of Passaic, N. J., and
moved to the booming metropolis of
Garfield where they lived until 1970,
at which time they migrated to Winter G~den, Fl. After completing their

Seeing double- John and Charles Norris .
studies in history at Valencia ComTheir similarities extend beyond
munity College, the Norris twins mere physical attributes; they are
came to UCF where they· are usually quiet and unobtrusive-until
presently finishing their senior year.
someone mentions politics. With

vociferous abandon they expound on
· the merits and faults of the American
political system and the "everspreading threat of communism."
Both are actively involved in
politics-they are Democrats and
strong members of the John Birch
Society. They liKe to read a lot,
especially books and newspaper articles about communism, ·and you will
~variably find them in attendance at
College Republicans' meetings when a
guest speaker is scheduled.
John (or was it Charles?) jokingly
remarked that he would someday like
to rule the world. But the goodnatured brothers have more realistic
goals after they graduate. ·
"Well, I think I'd either like to
teach Americ.a nism vs. Communism ... or maybe open . up a
doughnut shop with my brother,"
John said. Charles has.the same idea.
Ron Jaffe contributed to this article.

·Addiction

New cure now available for TV victims; 16-day plan effective .
by Larry Thompson
Entertainment editor

•

•

..

...

The bloated figure slumped in the
ragged recliner chair did not move.
The darkened room was lit only by
the eerie glow from the 15-inch TV
set. Surrounded by crushed potato
chips, soggy pretzels and dozens of
empty drink cans, the figure stared
with glazed eyes at the geometric
test pattern on the screen. This is
the life of a TV addict.
Fortunately, there is help for the
. growing number of these seemingly
hopeless mush brains. In his book,
"The TV Self-Defense Kit"
(Houghton Mifflin Co.), author Mike
Haller outlines a 16-day program to
tum people off to their TV sets .
Unlike many of the so-called self·
help books, filled with glorified ter·
minology . and
insufferable
regimens of abstinence, the defense
kit offers a humorously plausible approach to conquering the nasty
habit of tube watching.
The introductory chapter alone of·
fers some disturbing insight into the
world of TV addiction. Haller notes
that the average American has five
hours of leisure time a day, four of
which are spent in front <>f a TV set.
A quote from TV Guide relates how
a Phoenix handyman, who after wat·
ching three days of entirely religious

programs, went berserk and shot his
dog and his neighbor.
Reader/addicts will find comfort
in Haller's personal account of his
own crippling addi.ction. He failed to
get a job promotfon because he
spent too much time watching "The
Love Boat;'' he was then fired from
his-job when his boss discovered him
watching "All My Children" on a
three-inch portable set rigged up in
his filing cabinet. He was so absorb·
ed by TV that he would assume the
personalities of the characters he
watched, whether they be Barney
Miller or Lucille Ball.
In a biting chapter on the "Theory
of Addictive Dynaffiics, '' Haller
describes the typical TV watchers as
·Type CBS (people who think Walter
Cronkite is God), Type NBC (people
with tremendous feelings of in·
feriority), Type PBS (people ~!-'.o
dress like Alistair Cooke and have
fake English accents) and Type Kid
(they will watch anything).
After defining the symptoms of
TV addiction, the book details the
six diseases caused by TV which in·
clude football detachment, commer·
cialitis, hypergameshowitis and the
debilitating effect of jigglism (T & A
strains). But all is not lost. Haller
then provides a variety of solutions,
some painful but generally tolerable.
From the obvious approach .of go·

ing cold turkey ("it doesn't work") .
to more esoteric methods like
psyching exercises (the screaming
test, silence drills) and TV graffiti
(drawing blackened teeth on commentators with a felt tip pen), Haller
delivers line after satiric line of comic gems and anecdotes. His mbst in·
genious method for salvation is
what he terms Kard Deployme~t.
The kards are small, TV set-shaped
black squares which the viewer .
pastes onto the screen, one for each
day of the treatment. At the conciu- ·
HoughtonMlfflln Co.
sion of the weaning process, the Are you a TV addict?
viewer's screen will be completely
blacked out by the kards.
But one is left to wonder, what for the exciting nocturnal world of
becomes of the old Sony after it is ·no · public parks and public libraries.
longer needed? Haller offers several
In addition, to the fast-paced one·
clever suggestions such as "set liners and hilarious witticisms in the
humiliation,'' which involves an SIM chapters, Haller has included a stunwhipping of the helpless set. Other ning collection of outrageously
favorites include turning the set into bizarre photographs to accompany
a dog house, an aquarium or a laun· the text.
dry hamper. For home improvement
This helpful manual arrives on the
buffs, several sets can be stacked to market just in time for the holiday
gift-giving· ritual.a. At $4.95, this
form an attractive patio wall.
When the reformed addict finally book is a practical investment that
completes the program, he is award· just may save t)le life of ·someone
ed an official-looking certificate, a you love and it is far funnier than
"Declaration of TV Independence," those inane cat books that have
and a cut-out TVSDK lapel pin. The glutted the market at such an alarmsuccessful psycho-social revitaliz- ingrate~ With ''The TV Self·Defense
tion enables the .former viewer to Kit," vidiots will have a whole new
forsake the wasteland of prime time way of looking at television.

Rock 'n' roll holiday-the 'other' concert
by Wayne Starr
Future staH

•

•

While much of "Who-lando" is still abuzz with superlative descriptions
and rom,antic rememberan~es of the day the rock leg~nds played the
T-Bowl, other music fans are calmly extolling the virtue·s of a legend-to-be,
who rocked the socks off the disciples at the Hollywood ·sportatorium.
In the Thanksgiving spirit, I had returned to Ft. Lauderdale for the traditional dinner with Nazi cousins and grandmothers who still think Roosevelt
is president. Y~u remember Thanksgiving; the one day of the year we·
gather with relatives we can't stand just to remind ourselves why we can't
stand them. T2anksgiving was probably invented as a practical joke by a
dying pilgrim who didn't get along with his IJlOther-in-law.
The point of all this is that I was not one of the 60,000 or so slathering
fans at the T-Bowl. No big deal. While I appreciate the skills of Pete
Townshend, I .have no real use for his bandmates; even less for Joan Jett.
And the B-52s? A nasty Georgian joke.
_
Those of us with a more cultured taste chose to spend Saturday night at
the Sportatorium watching a true musical talent. Since he first hit the
Concert, page 14
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·New show is
blue chip
The Once Upon A Stage Dinner
Theatre's latest production, "How to
Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying," can be aptly ·described as
blue chip stoc~.
Director David Rovine has investments from characters like Mr.
exquisitely staged this musical Biggley, the boss (Lowell Fenner),
comedy about the world of Wall - Rosemary, Finch's romantic interest
Str~t, supported by a strong cast of (Darla Briganti) and Robert Niemyer
acting talent and a solid musical as the "voice" of Finch's book.
Other notable assets of this port.
framework.
Adam Teller is thoroughly convin- folio include UCF communication
cing as the conniving . but always professor Frances Johnson, ·as Smit.
ethical J. Pierrepont Finch, a young ty, and Caryl-Warren, who provides
executive who climbs the corporate comic relief as the coy dumb blonde
bidder of World Wide Wickets Corp.
and
boss's
mistress.
The
Although some - of · ~he jokes are · choreography by Sharon Bruce,
dated, the delivery is fresh and lively. " though not elaborate, is nonetheless
This play works because of the con- well-suited for this production.
tinu6us and unexpected. success of Without really trying, everyone
the numerous corporate ploys. The should find a. wealth of evening enteraudience received .a high return on all tainment in "How to Succeed."

.

....

P~of essor

Jeff Butler

Ro_
adside _
salvation

-•

To the seasoned traveler, cruising madillo carcasses and the occasional
the highways and bacµoads of Ce~- mutilated possWµ-unceremonioustral Florida offers a noxious assort- ly splattered across the pavement.
ment of roadside attractions-dead
cats, stiff dogs, fly-covered arButler, page 15
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page 13

ch~s .with "Piano Man" back in 1973, Billy Joel ·has consistently turned .
Near the beginning of the show Joel announced that "some bands come
out some of.the most melodic, sensitive and intelligent pop music of the outanddotheirentirenewalbum. You say, 'That's cool, but what about the
past decade. And all of his many gifts were evi~ent on this tour to support old (stuff)?' Well, we'~e gonna play some old (stuff).~' The material included
"Movin' Out (Anthony's Song)," ·"My Life," "Just the Way You Are" and
his latest album, "The Nylon Curtain."
It is ~are indeed in these days of $8 albums and $15 concert tickets for a the classic "Piano Man."
.
.
Joel has stated in interviews that "Glass Houses," which was not well-single performer to justify the price of admission-meaning no opening act.
Yet the name Billy Joel was strong enough to sell out the 15,000-seat Spor· , recieved by critics, is his personal favorite. It's easy to see why. The songs
tatorium, ·which at least proves that the American public isn't as dumb as - on that album give Joel the opportunity to step from behind his piano and
all those· studies done at Harvard and MIT would like us to believe.
really rock out . He danced, pranced and nearly split his pants through "You
Due to the sheer volume of his works, J~l naturally wasn't able to cover May be Right,'~ "Sometimes a Fantasy" and "It's Still Rock and Roll to
everything, an4 favorites such as "Captain Jack'' and "The Entertainer" Me."
were missed. But he and his six-man band more than made up for these
He delivered the highlight of the show, "Scenes from an Italian Restaurant,"
oversights during the two-hour, 21-song set. They delivered energetic renditions of his newest songs, "Allentown," "Pressure" and "Goodnight which brought the crowd to.its feet.
Saigon," the last of which he introduced as "dedicated to some friends of
On the way out. I heard someone shout, "Who needs the Who?" My senours who went far away, and some who .didn't come back."
· · timents exactly.
--~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sergio v alente
For Ladies
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off
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UNICORNS, PEGASUS,
DRAGONS;
& OTHER.FINE GIFTS

Christmas Special
\ 3 mos. $125.00

*Porcelain

-

281·0030

LK . Underhill Rd.

*Pewter

*Bone China *Ceramic
*Chimes

*Jewelry

Convertable to F1:1H Year

·Rena's Village
Pl·aza

*Brass

,*Llmlt~d

edlt~on collect~r

*Cards · ·*Mirrors

•

pieces

CAPTURE A LEGEND!
We have the largest co//ectlon of Unicorns In Florida

th

Come see what we have to show you fqr the holiday season.
Unicorn Christmas ornaments, cards, calendars & much more!

~

\·

f

*Mugs

*Boxes of all shapes & sizes

UoicoR.a Cc>RDeR

MON.-sAr.: 10AM-s:30PM

~~urry Ford Road (One block W. of Bumby) 894-0451
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Coming Attractions ...
Madrigals
The annual UCF Madrigal Dinners are being held this weekend,
Dec. 3 and 4 and again on Dec. 10
and 11. These colorful dinners are a
salute to the season with all the
pageantry of a 16th century feast.
Each dinner begins at 7:30 p.m.
with a processional of Madrigal
Singers, followed by strolling minstrels, the boar's head, the wassail
bowl and flaming pudding. Tickets
for each dinner are $15 and are
available at the UCF music department. For further information: call
275-2869.

Royalty
The UCF Marching Band and
1982 homecoming king aild queen,
Rashesh Thakkar and Michelle
Bowen, will participate in the
Orlando J a:ycees' 50th annual
Christmas Parade on Dec. 4. The
parade begins at 1:45 p.m. on
~range Avenue, downtown.

Concert Fax

The UCF Wind Ensemble will
present a free concert on Dec. 8 at 8
p.m. in the Music Rehearsal Hall.
Special selections will be performed
in memory of former UCF drum
major, Troy Driggers, who was
killed last suminer in an auto accident.

Valerie Bertinelli 's husband's
band, Van.Halen, invades the
Lakeland Civic Center on Pearl
Harbor Day, Dec. 7, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $11 and are available at
the civic center box office and the
usual Centroplex outlets.

TOnP

Attention musicians. Any
student inte:t;"ested in playing in the
UCF Jazz Lab Band for the spring .
semester must contact John Whitney, director, at x-2863, before Dec.
10. Auditions for new personnel
Will be held Dec. 13-17 only. The
Jazz Lab rehearses on Tuesdays
an<;! Thursdays from 10 a.m. to
11:45a.m.

• ••
Bad-to-the-bone guitarist George
Thorogood and the Destroyers will
appear at the Carr Performing Arts
Centre in Orlando on Dec. 10 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $9.50 and are
available at _the Carr box office and
Qentrople~ outlets.

The Stephen Sondheim musical
: comedy, "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,"
begins its seven-week run this week
at Thea~ on Park. For reservations and ticket prices, call 645575.7.

• •• •

Cinema ·

Sundays at TOP will feature
matinee performances of the
award-winning musical, "God-·
spell" Tickets for this family show
are $10 for adults and $7.50 for
children under 12. Doors open at
12:30 p.m. on Dec. 5, 12, 19 and 26.

The Film Group of Loch Haven ·
Art Center presents the 1978 Can·
nes Film Festival grand prize winner, "The Tree of Wooden Clogs,"
on Dec. 3 and 4 at 8 p.m. in the
Loch Haven Art Center. Admission is $2.

21

Shoping days
until Christmas/

DEEP AGE

Bc:lchelor of Dentist Surgery
· ·
· offers
_.,

'20 .
'15 r.Avm nmcno•

Musical Notes
On Dec. 9 the UCF Jazz Lab will
host a concert by the Bill Allred
Quint.et. Allred is a well-known
trombonist in the Orlando area
who was one of the original
musicians employed by Disney
World. In addition to his recording
eJrl)erience, he has just returned
from a tour of Europe. Appearing
- with Allred will be a tenor
saxophonist (TBA) and UCF orchestra and jazz band director,
John C. Whitney. The two-hour
concert begins at 10 a.in. in the
Music Rehearsal Hall and is free to
all. The program is being made
possible by a grant from Local 389,
American Federation of Musicians
and the Musician's Trust Fund.

·Butler---rrom page 14
But one of these days, you just
might see a car stopped on . the
shoulder and a lone figure carrying
something into the woods. No, it's
not some macabre resident of the
Twilight Zone; it is only UCF's own
Jeff Butler rescuing a hapless turtle
from the ignominy of becoming road
pizza.
Butler, founder of the Turtle
Emergency Corps, is also a professor of speech and communication.
An adventurous outdoorsman, he is
an avid fisherman, camper and
hunter whose love of animals and
the environment was the inspiration
for the Turtle Emergency Corps.
In addition to his carapacepreserving endeavors, Butler enjoys
the world of academia at UCF,
where he has been teaching for the
past 10 years . .,,I enjoy teaching
students," Butler quipped. "They
keep me young."
Butler maintains a · jocular optimism about.teaching. He said that
although his ''body will get old,''
working with students helps him
stay lively, so his· "mind won't
calcify." And of course·, there are all
those turtles out there, awaiting the
friendly assistance of a sympathetic
passing motorist from the Turtle
Emergency Corps.

DENTALCWNllG
·
• ADULT .. ·fi.U011onREATMENT

.

la CHILDREJi XRAYS-1~ EXAMINATIOI
at hi• practice of

GENERAL
DENTISTRY

THE GREATER.MALL
·Suite 105
430 Semoran Blvd. (E. Hwy. 436)
Casselberry

339-2442
AvaUable
Sat. & Eves.

Coming Soon
Look for
~MOVIE
~t

..\

t:

:\

/_ I

:-,·

I:

in the
next
•
issue
ofyour
college
news-

paper.

Don't miss it!

•
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PI ·K APPA ALPHA
..

· 1982FRATERNITY OF THE YEAR
1982 DEAN'S FRATERNITY LEADERSHIPAWARD·
1982 GREEK MAN OF THE YEAR .
-

.

.

.

RICK ESTREMERA

1982 UNDEFEATED FRATERNITY
· BASKETBALL

SoccER

CHAMPIONS

· SOFTBALL

· 1982 PLEDGE FooTBALLTEAM-LEAiJGE
.

CHAMPIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

1982 SCHOLARSHIP AWARD-SIGMA CHI, PHI DELTA THETA
1.982 SERVICE AWARD-SIGMA CHI .
1982 MosT IMPROVED FRATERNITY-ALPHA TAu OMEGA
1982 GREEK SPORTSMAN-MIKE MESSINA
.

.

.·

p·I KAPPA ALPHA ...

A GREAT SOUTHERN TRADITION
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Sports week
Lady'-s basketball
fields·strong team
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

Susan Patz goes up for jump shot in practice

Pam G lmsonlFuture

.

The UCF women's basketball
team easily won two games before
losing 71-68 to Valdosta State in the
heart-stopping final of the _Sun
Roast tournament at UCF last
weekend.
Before · the tournament began,
UCF head coach Joe Sanchez said
his team and Valdosta State would
meet in the final and that the game
would go down to the wire. He turned out to be a prophet as the contest
was not dedded until the final
buzzer sounded.
With a minute left in the game,
the Lady Knights were trailing
69-64. They scored four straight
points to come within one point of
winning with four seconds on the
clock. Then UCF apparently stole
the ball ar.d scored the winning .
basket. But an official called a UCF
foul and the game ended with two
Valdosta State free throws. In the
game Dorine Van Tongeren scored
21 points and Susan Brase added 18
for the Knights.
" It was a tremendous ballgame. It
could have gone either way, Sanchez
said.
"Sure, I'm disappointed, but there
were a lot of good signs out there for
the .rest of the season." ·
One of those good signs was the
play of Indian Community Coll~ge

transfer Van Tongeren. ·she scored a
total Of 63 points in the three games.
Although Sanchez was pleased
abo1:1t his team's effort in the tournament he said all of the pieces haven't
quite fit yet. "We still haven't clicked. We have a lot of new faces; we're
still looking for the right combina- .
tion. We're going· to get a lot
better,'' he said.
The season has just begun and the
Lady Knights have a tough road
ahead beginning with a Dec. 2 battle
at North Georgia. But the Lady
Knights have proven they play a
good brand of basketball_, and put on
an entertaining show.
For the rest. of the season, according to Sanchez running the show
will be junior Karen .Harvey. Sanchez said she has a good shooting
touch and is an excellent passer. _
aarvey set a new single season
assists mark last year with 171.
Joining her at the guard spot will be
sophomore Susan Brase. Brase
averaged nine ponts a game last.
year and is the leading scorer among
r.eturnees. "Susan is a steady and
dependable player, and an exceptional outside shooter," Sanchez
said.
Also excelling at guard and small
forward is Marcie Swilley. Swilley,
who is playing in her fourth year at
UCF, ~as described by Sanchez as a
very quick and aggressive player.
. Basketball, page 19

.

Saban applies for head football coach
by Lee Lerner
Future sports

Lou Saban, president . of the
New York Yankees, is among a
number of candidates who have
recently applied for the head football coaching position here at
UCF.
Saban submitted an application
to the athletic office last week and
UCF Athletic Director· Bill Peterson said ·that Saban is "very interested" in the job.
·
According to Peterson, approximately· 55 people have expressed

an foterest in the position,
however, only 16 persons have
~ubmitted actual applications for
the job.
The applications deadline for
the job passed Dec. 2.· An Advisory committee made up of
community members, UCF President Colbourn and Peterson will
then begin screening the applicants and eventually turn over
a list to Peterson for a final
choice. Peterson has set a ten~
tative date at naming a coach on
Jan. 1.
Saban, former. National Foot-

ball League coach, has been made
completely aware of the
program's financial situation and
is nevertheless still interested in
the position, Peterson said.
The program existed on. a
budget of $4.5 0,000 this year,
allowing for only about 15 full
scholarships in a division where
the ceiling is 45. UCF in effect
didn't· even award 15 :this year, .
· but rather split that number into
a larger number of partial scholarships.
Peterson insists that an applicant of Saban's caliber does not

affect the other candidates'
cha;nces for a fair evaluation.
"It has nothing to do with it,"
Peterson said. "We have to
choose who's best for UCF, not
who's best for Bill Peterson." ·
The Knights finished the past
season at 0-10 under Sammy Weir,
who was named as interim head
~oach last July after Don Jonas
resigned to take a full-time UCF
athletic fundraising position.
Weir decided not to apply for the
,head coaching position for the
1983 season.

UCF wrestling -team
recruits added talent
by Jose A. Fajardo
Future sports

The UCF 1982 wrestling teaµi is
beginning its season with a new
coach, new talent · and a tough _competitive schedule, all of which should
improve the team from last year's
performance, according to :new head
coach John Rouse.
"What I want to do is upgrade the
program. I think the wrestling
program has dipped down here in the
past years and what I v.;arit to do is
not bring it back, bu.t· surpass
anything that has been:done," Rouse
said.

Rouse himself is a former UCF
wrestler. He wrestled for four years
('68-'72) under the leadership of coach
Gerry Gergley, then stayed with the
squad to assist with the coaching.
Before becoming UCF's · head coach,
Rouse enjoyed six successful years as
head coach of the Winter Park High
School wrestling team.
Now at his alma mater, Rouse has
set some pretty high goals w~ch he
hopes to accomplish in three years. ·
''This year we would like to finish in
the top 20 in Diyisio~ II. That really
is realistic. Next year we want to be in
the top 10. In the third year we have
· Wrestling, page 21

Wrestlers Jeff Hom and David Castle in practice.

.

I
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Men's basketball team has slow start
by Mike Candelaria

their first victory tonight when they
face Troy" State at 8 p.m. iri the fom
team Holiday World ·r:rournament at
UCF. Aupurn-Montgomery plays
Florida International University at 6
p.m. in the other game. The final will
be tomorrow at 8 p.m. preceded by a
consolation game at 6 p.m.
Against Savannah State, UCF had
leads of as much as six points in the
first half. The Knights fell behind in
the second half, but clawed their their
way back to a 54-54 tie with 3¥2
minutes left in the game. However,
the height disadvantage, turnovers
and the Knights' 35 percent shooting
.caught tip with tnem.- Tlie- Kmghts

FuturesPorts

Plagued .by a height disadvantage
and inconsistent play, the UCF men's
basketball team dropped its first two
games of the season. The losses, 65-60
at home to Savannah State and 10194 at Valdosta State, marked the first
time in the team's 13-year hi!:ltory
that it has lost its first two games.
Despite the losses head coach Torchy Clark said, ''I'm pleased we
stay~ close against two veteran and
talented teams. We never gave up.''
The Knig~ts will be l~king for

had 22 turnovers in the game and
scored only six points in the final 3¥2
minutes, as 1,842 fans . watcheq
disappointedly. .
Clark said the height disadvantage
really hurt because the Knights expended too much energy trying for
rebounds. "We haven't got a big center so we have to work so hard on our
rebounding. We're probably going to
be outrebounded allyear, '' Clark said.
Against Valdosta State the
Knights shot better, but faced the
same height disadvantage and were
outrebounded 40-28. In addition to
outrebounding the Knights, Valdosta
State shot a red-hot 63 percent for the

game. "All of their players have great
hand quickness. They win games with
their hands; we win games with our
feet,'' Clark said.
The Knights, who shot 51 percent
for the game, were led in scoring by
Ronnie Thornton (23 points), Lany
Gowins (19 points) and Dan Faison
(18 points).

•

In the World Holiday Tournament
Clark said Auburn-Montgomery is
the team to beat, and despite the
disappointing start, his team will continue to play 'hard. "We're not going
to give up. We'll keep coming at them
(other teams)," Clark stated.

.

..

Ski team
closes out
'82season

Soccer team
makes fin·a1s,
takes second
.,b y Jose A. Fajardo

The UCF Water Ski Team ended its
1982 season by placing third overall
in the Southern Conference. The team
proved to be t~e best in UCF's
history, by placing higher in tournaments and breaking more team
records than any previous UCF team.
The team also had outstanding individual performances this season.
Adam Perry has taken the highest individual sc(!,re for men's tricks in the
last two tournaments. Jeff Garner has
broken both the men's team slalom
record with a run of 5 at 32 feet off the
tow line.
Waterski, page 19

The UCF women's so.ccer team
finished its 1982 season with a
second-place ranking in the nation for the second straight year
by losing to the repeating National Champion North Carolina,
2-0, in the NCAA championships
held at UCF Nov. 21.
Injuries to UCF key players
were a major factor. It was UCF's
only loss of the season, finishing
with a 10-1:2 record. UNC has
been the oruy team to defeat the
Lady Knights in the past two
Soccer, page 19

Future sports

Cindy.Clippinger takes ball against UNC defender

FREE
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WITH COLLEGE l.D.
ON THESE NIGHTS

off 14K gold
neckchain·s
" * 40 o/o Off 14kgold
bracelets
"*30% off 14K gold charins
and charm holders

~
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.. 11

Every

Monday

I

I

f

14k Script Intials
w/chain 827.95

- NewWave

..

RockNRoll .
1Y2 Hours $1.00 Heineken

Gateway Jewelers_
· University Square
.. Shopping Center

I

t

' .678-4973
NOT VALID FOR SPECIAL EVENTS
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Corner of 15A and University Blvd.
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Bask~ball--------------------h~p•n
Backing up these three players are
junior Beverly Knight, who will play
a lot behind Harvey at point guard,
sophomore Pam Serra and freshman
Amy Withers. Withers will also play
the forward spot.
A strong inside game is something
that Sanchez said the team lacked a
year ago, but bolstered by improved
returnees and a bumper crop of
recruits the inside game should be
dominating this year.
At center the Lady Knights have
6-foot-2-inch senior Meg Shuler.
Shuler, last year, set a new single
season record for blocked shots with
80. Joining her under the boards is
Van Tongeren. At 6 feet 0 inches,
Van Tongeren was described by Sanchez as an outstanding all-around
athlete.

Waterski

a

Rollins College edged out the UCF
team for a spot at the 1982 Inter-

....

~

....

....

....

collegiate National Tournament
(Rollins went on to place second at .the
nationals). But as one UCF skier says,
"We won't miss out on the 1983
nationals, we want the national title
in Florida where it belongs.'~ Northeast Louisiana has won the national
title three years ma row.
The other team members this year
on the men's team are John Gelles,
Guy Piasacki, Mike Tehlinger, Jimbo
Calhoun, Dale Mitchell and Scott

....

...

....

For Rent
UNIVERSITY HILLS

~·

L.

.. ,.

2 Bedroom, two full Baths
Large Lot
Outside Storage
Washer and Dryer included
1 mile south of the university
Call 273-1241
. Market Palce Real Estate

.. ,.

....

.. tc=--=,r,.

....

....

g

....

~
~
~Ji

c UCF Potter's Guild
h
r

S

Chr1111nu Sale

•

I

_/_

s Student
Center
m Green ·
t

a

s

Putzi, 5 foot 10 in.ches, is a very
competitive player_ with a good outside shot, Sanchez said. Monachino
averaged 17 points a game last year
at Trenton (Mo.} Junior College and
will.back up Shuler at center. Strahl,
6 foot 3 inches, will also back up
Shuler. Allen, one of four seniors on
the squad, played in every game last
season.
Finally, putting all the pieces
together, is Sanc~ez. Last year he
led the Lady Knights to a 24-victory
season and a berth into the AIAW
national quarterfinals. This year he
expects much of the same. ''I feel we
have enough firepower to challenge
anyone,'' Sanchez said.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 18

Ken Waitt accepted a trophy for
men's individual overall score, having
the highest combined score for slalom,
tricks and jump. Marcia Jochim broke
the women's team. tlick record with
2,650 points, just a few hundred off
the national record, and the slalom
record, with run of 3 at 28 feet off
the line.

U"

6-foot-1-inch freshman Susan Patz
also provides a strong inside game.
Patz averaged 25 points a game last
year at Orlando's Boone High
School.
UCF two-sport athlete, senior Andrea Jackson should also contribute
heavily at forward. Jackson recently
joined the team after completing the
volleyball campaign, but is expected
to rebound and score well.
Kris Armitage will also see a lot of
action at forward. Sanchez described the 5-feet-10-inch sophomore as a
hard worker with a good shooting
touch. Other players who will make
contributions from the forward and
center spots are juniQrs Debbie Putzi and Becky Monachino, freshman
Chris Strahl and senior Debbie
Allen.
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Ken Waitt contributed to and compiled this story.
·

FANTASTIC
AFfER THANKSGMNG DAY
BOOK SALE.
t)\i1\~
i\le'f\:I · ce Nov. 30, Dec. 2, 7, & 9
\j'), fi(\.
2-4 p.m.
Library Lobby
(They maker GREAT Christmas Gifts)

Aristocrat HAIR.Designs
· Precision Haircutting To Your Specification

@REDI<EN

e

r 9th

Sat9am-4pm
Mon 9ar:n-6pm
Tu-Th 9am-8pm
Fr-i 9am-6pm

<

. .-4
ib

UCFBlvd.

•
671-4247 (HAIR)

~ALL

(Waik-ins Welcome Too)
University Square Shopping Center
(Next to Jewelry Store)
(~ 1/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.)

. THURSDAY
Heineken Night
$l.00 Bottle

MONDAY
Busch $2:50 Pit~her
25cHotDogs
9 till Midnight

SATURDAY
College Football
Happy Hour
25cHotDogs
3- 7 p.m.
Moosehead $1.00
SUNDAY
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
Happy Hour 12 noon til 7

TUESDAY .
Ladies Night
St. Pauli Girl $1.00
Wine60c
WEDNESDAY
Stroh' s Night
75c Per bottle

SANDWICHES

~

Salon Presctiption Center

m 7th,
b 8th,

SME hee111Hr 7th, Ith, 9th

Wilson. For the women there are Betsey Harris, Marisol Casablanca,
Diane Warner, Cluny Madison and
·
Rene Richmond. .
Anyone int;erested in water skiing,
for fun or for the team should contact
the ski team office in Student Cent.er
Room 147 or call Ken Waitt at 2778378.

Soccer --

&om ~age 1s
years-three times in '81, and
once this year. It was also UNC
that beat UCF in the Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women National Championships.
UCF entered the final game
after defeating the then No. 1
team in the nation, University of
Connecticut, 3-1, in the semi-final
match. Mary Varas put in two
· goals to lead the Knights to victory, while U-CONN · added
UCF' s third goal with an ''Owngoal" aft.er a Sue Mortberg corner
kick.
_
UNC defeated the University of
Missouri-St. Louis. 2-1, to advance to the final and to set up a
rematch of last" year's championship match. It was all UNC as the
Tarheels outshot UCF 16-2 and
scored in each half to win 2-0 in
front of an eager crowd of 1,134.
Injuries to team captain Linda
Gancitano, Deanna Fritiz and
Mary Holapa were major blows to
UCF. All three were starting
defending players. ·
UCF came away with all three
tournament MVPs as Mary
Varas was named offensive MVP
and Linda Gancitano received the
defensive MVP for the second .
year. Freshman goalkeeper Kim
Wyant was named overall I\.fVP
as she put on quite a display of
·skill over the weekend. Also named to the All-Tournament team
was freshman Stacey Nelson.

\'

\
.Right Across from UCF on Alafaya Trail

IMPORTED BEER

Page20
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Student Government

Dental Service
S.C. Rm219

\

275-2413

Cleaning Hours Mon-Thur
Friday
Dentist Hour~

8a.m. - 8p.m.
8a.m. ·- 5 p.m.
1p.m. - 8p.m.
lOa.m. - 5p.m.

Tues
Friday

(Dentist must be seen on intial appointment)

·Centralized Services ·
S.C. Rm 206

275-2060

MOVIE TICKETS
Eastern Federal
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange.Blossom 2
Wometco Park East-West ·
Interstate 6
General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square
DINNER THEATERS
Once Upon A Stage Theater On Park
AREA ATrRACTIONS
Busch Gardens
Epcot
Disney World
Sea World
Silver Springs
Rosie O'Grady's Reg~ Admission

s.g. Price
_$2.50

Reg.Adm.

Your Savings

$4.00

$1.50

All Movie Tickets

•

$13.00
$14.25

$15.00
$15.95

$2.00
$1.70

$9.50
$13.50
$11.50
$9.50
$6.50
$3.25 .

$1_1.75
$15.00
$13.25
$10.75
$7.75
$4.75

$2.25
$1.50
$1.75
$1.25
$1.25
$1.50

•

East-West Expressway (10 Ti,cke~s) $2.00
Photo Film Developing (See Centralized Services Price List)
Rosie 0 'Grady's Passes ~Price Annual Membership
.

.

'
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World hunger fund drive -·was success
b~

Robin Heisley

Contributing writer

The United Campus Ministry
and several UCF students raised
more than $200 during World
· Hung~r Week, Nov.15·19, to help
feed the ne.edy, locally and around
the world.
The Rev. Robert Gibbs, director of Campus Ministry said most

Wrestling ~rrompage 17
two goals--first to host the DivisiOn II
nationals and then second, to win it.
And if we're not at that level then,
then we need a new coach," Rouse ex·
·plained.
To achieve his goals, Rouse's
wrestlers will have to dominate their
tough 1982 schedule. "This is the
toughest schedule we've ever had. We
have some teams on our schedule that
it will take a miracle to beat. But I feel
we are as strong or stronger than the
other teams in our schedule,'' Rouse
said.

Rouse hirited the miracle mat.ches
may be against the big powers of
Louisiana State University, Clemson,
Navy, and Central State.
To combat the tough schools,
Rouse said he will have under his
wings some of the best talent UCF
wrestling has ever seen, most of
which came through recruiting. Out of
the 22-ffian squad, 12 are freshmen
and two are junior transfers. Rouse
only had eight returning from last
year's squad.
He expeets six top members to
cap-y the team through. Leading the
way will be seniors Mark Geary and
Nelson Nichols.
Geary, of Iowa City, will be
wrestling at 167 pounds and will also
be one of the team captains. Geary
was a regional champion and national
qualifier last season.
Nichols, another senior at 126
pounds, will take over some of the key
spots in the squad. ~is eXperience will
be to his advantage as well as to the
team's, Rouse said.
The other top four members are
sophomore Joe Bonura, junior Jerry
Harmer, and freshmen Russ Schenk
and Paul Neuner.
Bonura, from Penn Hills, Pa., will
be in the 150-pound class. Bonura was
named MVP freshman from last
year's team~
Jerry Harmer, a two-time Sunshine
State Games champion, comes from
Pinellas Park and will compete in the
177-poilnd class.
Russ Schenk is considered the most
talented freshman at UCF and
possibly the best recruit. Schenk
placed fifth in the National Junior
tournament last year and was undefeated in 1981witha37-0 record.
Paul Neuner came to UCF along
with coach Rouse from Winter
Park
.,,,.-High School, where he was MVP and
undefeated at 32-0. He also received
State Champ honors and is a member
of the Florida National team.
The Fighting Knights travel to
Clemson this weekend to participate
in the Tiger 8 tournament.

of the money will go to Oxfam
America, a non-profit international agency that funds selfrhelp
development programs in Asia,
Africa and Latin America.
Gibbs said the rest of the
money will be donated to the
Food Pantry, an emergency food
fund for people in East Orange
County. The Food Pantry, which
is housed in the E4st Orange

County Community Seryices
Building, was set up by several
churches.in the area.
''The purpose of World Hunger
Week is to heighten the
awareness ·of people about world
hunger and to raise money for Oxfam and their projects around the
world, Gibbs said.
"In the future we would like to
organize a world hunger commit-

tee to plan and organize programs
about world hunger throughout
the year and keep it in people's
minds that this is a problem in
the world."
During the recent World
Hunger Week, a fast was held to
raise funds and a film called
"How to Live In a Hungry
WQrld" was shown.

-~-- ..,, _
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·Increase in foreign students at UCF
Office of International Stu.dent Services aid.ing .1,000 students this fall term
by Robin Heisley

United States." he said.
. Financial problert.3 rank as high
· Foreign. Student enrollment at as language barriers, according to
UCF reached a record high during Hoan. "Family supported students
the fall semester.
sometimes don't get their money in
Dr. N.D. Hoan director of the In· time and most can't work. Students
temational Student Office said there must apply to immigration to work
are nearly 1,000 foreign students and when the United States
enrolled at UCF this 'fall, and he ex· economy is bad, stud~nts may not
pects at least 50 more students for get permission from immigration to
work,'' he said.
1
the spring semester.
Sometimes students have proAbout 525 of the students are on
F-1 student visas, which allow them blems going through immigrations
to stay in the United States only un- to extend their stay in the United
til their education is complete, Hoan States or to change ·schools. The Insaid~ The re~ain~r of the foreign ternational Student Office can assist
Contributing writer

in many of the problems foreign I Columbia, 40; and Taiwan, 30.
: Most of the foreign students at
students face, Hoan said.
UCF are family supported, while
students are resident aliens.
Hoan said most of the students some are government supported,
come to UCF to study engineering. Hoan said.
Other popular majors include com·
Other foreign students come to
puter science and business.
the U.S. on athletic scholarships for
According to Hoan, 64 different such sports as tennis, basketball
countries are represented at UCF. and baseball, Hoan said.
Hoan said the biggest problem
Iran has the largest number of
students face is adjusting to
foreign
students with 155, followed by Vietthe
language.
. mun, 75; Canada, 65; Venezuela, 44;

Ready to help
WWI, WW II, Korea,
Vietnam vets.

SEND A HOLIDAY MESSAGE...

Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

through a personal ad in the FUTURE Classified section.
· Let that someone special know how you fee\ this
holiday season for only 50¢ a line. Deadline is Monday
at3:0~ p.m. Call 275-2865for more Information.

Special discount on GREEK lettering, w/UCF l.D. Plus an extra 10% off.

~t

~~o-·---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·. The Final Touch ·

~/MONOGRAMMING

-

COUNTRY FLORIST

FEATURING GREEK LETTERS
and many other styles

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS* BANQUETS
*WIRE SERVICE

MOST ANYTHING
MONOGRAMMED

1O°lo Student
·'. Discount with
Student l.D.

628·4452
238 Park Ave., N.
OPEN TWRFS 10·5
Winter Park
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(excluding wire service)

7480 University Blvd, University Square
Orlando, Florida 32807
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· PARAGATORS, INC

i1

SKY DIVING

Efficiencies, one, two, three bedrooms
designed for the young and active. Tennis, 2
pools, sauna, j acU:zzi and volleyball. Close to
Schools and.Shopping. Starting from $250.
678-5550 or 671-2090

L~·~

.Jumping from a "perfectly good airplane" then peacefully drlttlng
back to earth Is a dream and fantasy shared by many. The assum·
ptlons that making a sport parachute Jump requires long hard training
courses, athletic ablllty and buying parachute gear are untrue. Ac·
tually anyone can be trained and make U.Slr first Jump In one day. The
;first JUmp course begins ·a t 9:00 a.m. andTasls-unt/14:00 p.m. Classes·
are taught by an experienced sky diver. with a parachute Instructor
rating. Upon c~mpletlng the course students may make their
parachute Jump (weather permitting). The Jump Is made from 300 feet
and will be photographed by the Jumpmaster In the airplane. After the
Jump there Is a critique of the Jump and the cert/#cates are awarded.
The first Jump course· Is $95.00 per .student. This Includes your
training. manual, equipment, Instruction, your Jump and cert/#cate.

ii
"

I
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Full Service Salon

Walk-IriS Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
l JNION PARK

282-1700

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til ·a
. -·

CORAL REEF
PUB
(Under New Management)

HOURS:
M-11·2:00
T- 11·2:00
W-11·2:00
TH-11·2:00°
F-11·2:00
Sat-2·2
Sun-4-12

Ii!

THE HAIR SHOP ·
Precision Style Cµt $7.00

Jerry R. Giiiard at (305)656--3057
Headquarters at mid-Florida Airport (904) 357-7800

Open 7 days a week

. . . . . . . . . ll

ROOMMATESWELCOME

R&R Hours
Mon-Sat 2-7
.45 Busch Draft
-$2.50 Pitcher

Daily Specials

Special Pitcher Prices

GOME IN AND CHECK OUT OUR NEW SURROUNDINGS!
Plenty of Room to Dam-:e!
Wide Screen TV with M-TV

--~- - - ~ ·

.•

-~
.'i.-:.-..

EPICUREAN
Restaurant
American and Mediterranean
Cuisine
Specializing In ~reek Food
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Grune

Fine Wines
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till
. 7900 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando. Fla.

-277-2881

•

•
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Up and Over
University Alumni Association breaks $100,000 fundraising_ goal for sports
by .H arry Brockman
Contributing writer

The UCF Alumni Association will
probably top its 1982 fund-raising
goal of $100,000 to aid athletics, according to Alumni Affairs Director
Mark Glickman.
The Association has already
received more than $92,000 from
2.949 donors. This figure represents

an increase of more than $36,000
over last year's Alumni fund-raising
·
total.
Most of the money raised thus far
has come from the Alumni Association Phonathon held in March. This
effort produced more than $103,000
in pledges, of which 84. 9 percent
have already been collected.
The Alumni Association also
received 83 corporate matching gifts

totalling $18,449. Many of the
larger corporations make these gifts
by matching their ·employees' contributions to the institutiOns they
choose. For example, UCF r~eive~
more than $4,00Q in matching gifts
from Martin Marietta, an employer
of many UCF graduates.
In an effort to assure that the
$100,000 go~ is reached, the Alumni Association will take donations

up till 5 p.m. on Dec. 31.
According to Glickman, many last
minute donations were made last
year as contributors rushed to get
their money in by the end of the tax
year.
"Hopefully we will top $100,000
in Alumni gifts every year in the
future, but it is exciting to be hitting
that mark for the first time,"
Glickman said.

Pi Kapp·a Alpha named
'Fraternity of the Year'
. In the sports cat~g<?ry, Pi Kappa
..Alpha received an award for excellence in soccer, basketball and
softball, while Alpha Tau Omega
The Interfraternity Council held received volleyball and floor hockey
its annual banquet on Nov. 20 to awards. The Sportman of the Year
recognize the outstanding frater- award went to Lambda Chi Alpha
nities and members of the past year. member Mike Messina.
"The goal of I.F.C. and the adThe awards are based on the fall,
spring and summer semesters and ministration in the future is to
are decided by members of the coun- eliminate the awards and eventually
recognize only outstanding incil.
"The banquet, held at the Royal . dividuals," Estremera said.
Also recognized at tl:~e bariquet
Plaza at Lake Buena Vista, is the
highlight of the year for fraternity were the newly inducted members of
men,'' Rick Estremera, vice presi- . Who's Who in American Colleges
and are of Order of Omega, an
dent of the IFC, said.
The fraternity of tbe year award honorary society recognizing Greek
recognized Pi Kappa Alpha as excellence.
outstanding in community service;
scholarship, intramurals and leadership. Greek man of the year was
Estremera, also of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Chi received the 1982
Fraternity Service A ward and the
$5 off on Style, Cut and
Scholarship Award for outstanding
Blowdry to UCF Faculty
academic achievement.
and
Stud.ents
(w/ID).1
The Most Improved Fraternity
Award went to Alpha Tau Omega
679 South East Lake ·
and the 1982 Dean's Fraternity
Lo~wood, FL. 32750
Leadership Award went to Pi Kappa
, (305) 831-5937
Alp~a.
r~~ -~ofSR434ouSR
by Beth Mills

Contributing writer

_.

114 MILE E. OF ALAFAYA ON 50

CRmtouJtani:

·

·12309 E. Colonia l Drive
Orlando . FL 32817
. 1105) ·273-3631

"You really haven't ta·s ted Italian Food until you try us!~

:~~Dl:u;;:;-.~;•oM•--··- ~ ~
~~ad Baked on Pre~~se~
I

VISA

J

·

FRIT

~l/ITl!ilxwc ·

677-5558
... Kodacolor film processed as fast as you
need it, including 1 hour seroice
... order you photo greeting cards now! made
from your favorite negatives in tf,me for
Chris"tmas. Order deadline Dec. 8
...Regi,ster for the WDIZ Van Jam and win
$25, 000. 00 worth of merchandise including our
contribution. the new Cannon 35mm camera.
100/o student
Discount

I ~we
use - - ·
1
Kodak paper!i

·:;::=::>

! j :)

~.

. :.':~ fora ~-~~I

7436Un1vers1tvBlvd.
University Sq. Shopping Center
0r1ando, F1or1da 32807

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste ofTwo Fingers ... and this wild
'FNo Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name,' address, style preference
and size (men's style S,M,L or
women's Frencl:i cut S, M, L) along
with $6.95, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
19168 Albion Rd.,
Strongsville, Ohio 44136 .
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

Two~ers

is all it tikes.
1982 Two Fingers Tequila

BO Proot lmponee1 & Bollled by Hiram Walker Inc . Bu rli ngame. Cahl
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Computers to

Sports Briefs

replace card.file
by Ric Brunson
Contributing writer

0

~

· A computer catalog system will
completely ·replace the current card
catalog in UCF's Library next
September, according to Margaret
Hogue, ~ystems librarian.
Since the introduction of the new
system at the library, Hogue said
the card catalog· system has not
been kept up. There has not been a
new entry in the card catalog system
since January 1981.
Hogue said the card catalog
system will be done away with, "as
soon as we're sure that we · have

The Women's Ultimate Frisbee
Team will begin practice for their
spring schedule·on Dec. 3 at 4 p.m.
on the football field.
Anyone interested in -joining the
team may contact Sue Hillmann at
277-2613~ or call the men's team at
282-4_6~2.
.

everything in the on-line (computer)
catalog."
Currently, the computer system is
limited to bibliographic data such as
authors, subjects and book ·titles.
Journals and periodi~s still must
be located manually by going to the
Library's third floor serials section.
and looking thr~ugh the print-out
catalogs on the study tables.
The computer system does not I
have a "see section," whic_h directs
the student to a re~ated or better
defined subject heading. Hogue said
this will be added to ~he system
later, giving it b~tter referencing

•••
Rony Francois and Vick
Bratincevic of the Men's Soccer
Team were named to the Sunshine
State All-Conference first team.
Francois was ~he Knights leading

•••

Debbie Walters and Mike Har:nage combined for a 7:50.33 clocking
in the Annual Oviedo Meat
World/Rec Services Coed Turkey
Trot, just 33 seconds off their
predicted time of 7:50, and trotted
off with a 10-pound frozen turkey for
their Thanksgiving feast.

ab~ty.

?

TRANSFERRING T.O

Raving I Party .
let Tbe Best.

U F at Gainesville•
Beautiful Townhouse Apartments
Now Available for Spring Semester

1 BR
2 BR

scorer with 12 goals while "the
Brat" had one of his best years in
goal recording 7 shutouts and 149
saves. Mike Salvati and Lance
McKinnon were named to the second team.

$240° 0 /Mo.
$260. 00/Mo.

II
i

I

Walking Distance to Campus

LANDMARK APARTMENTS
904-372-6535
1111 SW 16th Ave.

.I
I

Have Many
: Types Of Beer
&
Wine To
·Serve You The
Best.

· Dancing Thursday

-

~nd Saturday

Monday
25cDraft
9-Midnite

Thurdsay
Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10

Bea.s t Nite Starting 8 PM
-Moosehead & Elephant Beer
81 .00 Bottle

.W ednesday
· Greek Night
82.50 pitchers all
night with Greek
jersey or pin

·Friday
Q

... 'Z°:,.,~":~~z.~~,;~-::~i
ALSO: Every Thursday
and Saturday D.J. & Dance
(Fairway Shopping Center)

~1636 ~.Highway 50 273".4297

Extra Happy Hour 4-8

Sa~urday
Happy Hour 8-10

_Sunday

•
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The fonJ,m of ideas for the UCF <?~mmu'!-itJ

Reagan's speech reflects
dangerous nuclear attitllde :

.. .

I realize that the analogies between Ronald Reagan the
president and Ronald Reagan the actor are growing a bit
thin, but if you caught the president's talk on nuclear
weaponry and the MX issue last week, images of Bonzo
had to have leapt to the forefront.
You could almost picture the director off camera with a
megaphone. "Wrinkle the brows! Good, good now give
me that sincere look! Great, great-plead, Ron, plead!"
It w~sn't the saccharine sweet overtones of home spun
concern that bothered me, although the naming of the
MX missile the "Peacekeeper" was a bit too much to handle. No, what really bothered me was the direct misinterpretation of the facts.
For example, President Reagan correctly stated that
the Soviet Union outnumbered the U.S. in Europe based
ICBMs. They do, in fact; outnumber us to the tune ·of
over 1200 to none.
This isn't all that frightening, however, when you learn,
as the Washington Post did, that France and England
have a suitable number of ICBMs to take up the NA TO
slack-something the president ' 'forgot'' to mention.
Another aspect left out of the arms race pep talk was
the superiority of our submarine fleet. A fleet complete
with the Titan sub that can launch a .nuclear attack
against any Soviet target from any ocean position in the
world.
.
These facts were left out of the president's talk and for
good reason. How could anyone sell the idea of increased
defense spending to a populace racked with unemployment and a poor economy without making it appear as a
national emergency?
Reagan certainly isn't the first politician to fudge the
facts to support his arguments. It was Will Rogers who
once said that truth injected into politics would leave one
with no politics.
But this is no public works project under debate here.
What the president is trying to "sell" the people is the
continuation of an upward nuclear spiral that will eventually threaten the safety of thi_s entire planet.
.
It is time that the Nuclear Arms issue stopped being a
political football and began being a social issue.
We as Americans need to look at the cold, hard, nonpolitical facts. A good place to start might be right here
at UCF when the Student Center presents a debate on the
Nuclear Freeze question.
The presentation will be made as a part of the
Speaker's Committee's "Hot Issue" series. It is an apt title considering it will be our generatiQn that will have to
live in the shadow of the nuclear armament decisions being made today.

---Letters------------------------------------Last peaceful refuge in danger
.and I'm sure the student · "convenience" of the
boc;ly would have loved him students.
if he hadn't been taken for
However, TPL 100 is congranted, as is the case with
sidered by many to be a last
most of his kind.
refuge in which to study
This fine old gentleman
quietly and alone, to have a
was a tree in Temporary
cool breeze drift through
Parking Lot 100 and he was
your car and to smell grass
uprooted and tossed into the
and trees instead of car exunderbrush.
haust.
I'd like to see our last unI assume that his brethren
crowded grass parking lot
are soon to follow him to the
stay that · way. Wouldn't
same fate. I suppose that in
you?
the name of progress, TPL
Alan Holtz
100 is to be paved for the

Editor:
This university has just
sponsored a murder. I know
because I watc4ed it happen.
They murdered a kindly
old gentleman in· his 50s or
60s who, throughout his life,
had given shelter to whoever
needed it.
Animals especially loved
him. It wasn't uncommon to
.see a squirrel sitting on his
lap or a bird perched on his
shoulder.
He had been with the
university since the begining

Reader confuses terms 'normal' and 'average'
Editor:
It is interesting to note
that Mike Prongue in his
· Nov. 19 diatribe against the
ALSO club prefers being
"first a good animal."
I wonder if he is aware
that most good animals , ·
don't read the Bible, do
regularly coJDIDjt incest and

s~ldom have any feelings of
compassion and trust. If being a good animal is so
great, why does the term
"animalistic" have such bad
connotations?
The point is, trying to
decide what is "normal" for
man is like trying to decide

how high is up. Unless by
''normal'' you mean
''average.''
In that case it is not "normal" to be black, Jewish,
have red hair, be left handed,
enjoy the opera or write letters to the editor.
Danny R. Culbertson

Alumni president applauds committee's work ·
Editor:
On behalf of the UCF
Alumni Association, I would
like to express my thanks to
Richard Possien, Susan Varnadoe, Ruth Hammock, Mark
Glickman, Paul Franzese and
all their associat.es for a
thouroughly enjoyable
Homecoming.
As alumni, it is important

they were.
Congratulations again for
UCF's .. best Homecoming
ever! You've left a tough act
to .follow for next year's
committee.

to be able to display pride in
our alma mater and its
present student body and we
were provided ample opportunities for just that during
this year's festivities. It is a
measure of the Homecominc
Committee's hard work,
dedication and creativity that
the week's events were as
successful and well tun as

Bill Beekman

President
' UCF Alumni Association
Happiness, n. An agreeable
sensation ar1s1ng from
contemplating the misery of
another.
Ambrose Bierce,
The Devil's Dictionary

Letter

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

..
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a siµlple statement actually.
" My shoes are wet." It really doesn't say much. That
statement wouldn't shake
the wprld or anything. Jt
does say something about
this university, however. ,
How _e an anyone trust a·
UCF engineering graduate
whe~ . !le :completed hi~
studie.s :at::.a university that , ·
is incapab~ _of calibrating ·
._ 'ttie "•'-'<t'ire.~ti-on ·· of lawn '.·
J

,

sp~ers?

to a few inanimate, water
Would Harris hire somespitting objects.
. one to work . in their computer 'division if that person
Just think for a moment,
graduated from an institu- our military services are betion · that cannot plan far ing led . by UCF ROTC
enough ahead to have their graduates. People instructed
S.prinklers run only at night?
by people". who caat control
These are truly deep, . their water system's bodily
sociat questions, I don't functions.
· _
· ·
. thfnk I want . to , read
"¥y ~4oes are wet.·" .
news~er stories w;titten
Interest.i ng, .connotations·.
; by people .who learned their · · to th$t phrase. ".
. ;·.
trade: in an atmospha:e ·so:·
. ·backwa,d as .t o a~t defeaL
nr~ of haringfE,t~sh~

1

./'

•

I

~

'

,

.,,

.

·1
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U CF Loudbrary/u's, like, really grody man...
Editor (and anyone else who uses into a "Temporary Studying
Administration, Student Governthe UCF LOUDBRARY):
Library?"
·
ment, somebody-HELP! ·
And students, until then,. for the
If you are intending to use the
I am asking for the benefit of my sake of our grades, stay away from
library soon to either do some Trig, grades and for the grades of all those the LOUDBRARY!
legal research, finish a term paper or students I _see banging their heads
anything else that demands com- against the walls, praying for all the
Mike Manglardi
plete silence for your concentration noise to stop-that something be
Concerned student going deaf
I'll warn you now, DON'T!
done.
It's a mad house-louder than the
stands ~hen the Knights score a
touchdown. Alarms constantly·buzzing off from the vibrations .of jack
hammers and electric saws wildly in
operation. That multi-million dollar.
addition to the library, the one that
is supposed to help us in our future
studies, is going to. help us NOT
make it thr~ugh our current studies I
Maybe beginning my paper only
one month befor.e it is due has fogged my brain and made me tense, but
I ask, is there no option that could
cease the operations of_work for a
few hours during the peak afternoon
stu~y times? At least during the
last two weeks of school.

•

Gag her with a preppy handbook ... please
The most unreal thing happened
to me today, like I really can't
believe it. My friend, Jenny, and I
were sitting in the second floo·r
social sectiOn of the library, and I
was like telling her all about Mark
and Lisa breaking up because his
daddy cut off his allowance just
because he couldn't get his A.A.
degree after s!x years of college.

So as I was telling Jenny all about
it, this creepo came up and asked me
to hold down the noise. Like I really
can't believe it, here's this creepo acIf not, can some quieter location ting like my mother, .eeww! .So, I
be found across campus and made just stared at him and said, "Boy,

All of a sudden I heard applause
you're some real creepo, butting into
other people's business. Don't you from all the tables around us, like I
thought I was going to die. After I
have any consideration?"
crawled out of the library, I called
So, the creepo leaves, and I start my daddy and told him all about it.
telling Jenny all about how none of He said I should get iil touch with
my professors wear anything someone in a prominent position, so
fashionable,. I mean like really how I wrote you, Mr. Editor.
can you learn from anybody who
.
.
doesn't worship La Coste, when this
I wanted everyone to know how
other creepo comes up and asks m~ seHish those creepos can be in the
library, where they think their
to be a little quieter. Like I teally . studies come before their manners.
can't believe it. So, I. said to Jenny,
"Like I really can't believe this.
Truly hurt,
. Let's go~ somewhere, where these
Valerie Gherle
creepos can't bother us."

Jaxson way off track

Future advertisers offer ~cial dicounts to UCF students,
USE THEM!
.
.

Editor:
Regarding Bob J axson 's Atlanta
Adventure in the Nov. 5 Future
("Bogey illicits; gay adventure a real
drag"): There -hasn't been a train
between Atlanta and Orlando for
over a decade! They wer.e really giving you the run around, or perhaps it
was a bus ticket?
Dr. J.P. Hartman

TQM'SPIZZA
Pizza, Subs, Beer, Soda
Delivery of Pizza 1 Oam-1 Opm

Italian Food also
422 N. Bumby Ave.
Orlando 894-4314
Mon-Thur lOam-9:30 pm
F~Sat 10am-10:30pm
Delivery within 5 miles

Mon-Wed All You Can Eat•

· You can make twice as many long distance calls to
anyone, anywhere in Florida, without spending a single
cent more with Southern Bell's Yalu-Pak long distance
calling plan.
Here's how it works:
•You save 50% off the lowest discount rate on long
distance calls you dial yourself to anywhere in Florida all
day Saturday or between 11 p.m. and 8 a.m. any day of
the week.
•All you do is pay a $4 a month subscription fee to
qualify for this savings. And the $4 fee is subtracted from
your Yalu-Pak toll .chargeson your next month's bill.

• So, if you usually make $4 worth of long distance
calls inside Flori~a during Yalu-Pak hours every month,
you can make twice as many calls (or talk for twice as ·
long) without gaying a penn~ morn.
Call your Southern Bell Residence Service Center or
I 800 241-6360 now.
_By t~e time you get back from the holidays Valu-Pak
service will be ready to help you double your long distance
calling without spending a single cent more.
Yalu-Pak service is available
only f~r re idence · and most
@southern Bell
dormitory phones.
·
·

lheclassic
beauty of the braid
has returned. As
timeless and ageless
as ever. braiding
can give you a stun'. ning new look for
your next special
occasion. Refreshingly simple. but
ornate at the same
time. There are
dozens of variations
-let us braid your
hair into the style
that's perfect for you.

$2.99

..

f

l

,

..
I:

629-1909
629-1939
.•
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Trends emphasize student involvement·
Political Action Committees meet
with mixed success in elections
.On-Campus Report
Special to the Future

•

In their first ·election season, student Political Action Committees
played to mixed reviews and mixed
results. But their leaders feel the

Michigan, Robert Kastenmeier of
Wisconsin, and Barney Frank of
Massachusetts all cited student
work and voting support as factors
in their victories. Govs.-elect Frank
Lautenberg of New Jersey and
Mario Cuomo of New York also "drew

•...the threat of student turnout helped
convince conservative candidates to
moderate their positions on student aid.'
groundwork was laid for greater efforts in the future.
The massive student voter turnout predicted last spring, during
the height of pr<;>tests over federal
aid cuts, never materialized. But in
several areas, students did tum out
in larger numbers to support proeducation candidates. In Congressional races, Democrats Bob Carr of

strong student support in tight
races.
But one main champion of student
aid-Rep. Peter Peyser of New
York-lost his race, despite the
largest amount of national student
support. In that instance, student
resources were wasted on a confused
campaign, says Joe Sweeney of the
National Student PAC. "One thing
we learned is to check-out the cam-

paign organizations before we get involved in the future,'' he says.
Both Sweeney and Jonathan Katz
of Student ~AC, an organization
formed by the Coalition of Independent College and University
Students (COPUS), agree on the
need to start earlier. The important
thing now is to document races in
which students determined an outcome, to be used as evidence in the

future, says Sweeney. Katz believes
students must also work to make
voter registration more accessible
In some districts, the threat of
student turnout helped convince
conservative candidates to
moderate their positions on student
aid. "People such as (Iowa Congressman) Cooper Evans had to address education is.s ues in their campaigns,'' says Sweeney.

{!LASSIFIED

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

for sale
•

services

MUSICIANS-Improve your P.A. with a
like-new Peavey series Mark 2 stereo
mixing console. Features high & low im3360.
pedance inputs, FX returns, four-band EQ
& patch cords. Bought new for 8800, must
1 pr. snow skis, Rossignol FM 175, with
·sacrifice for 3450. Call 275-3654 after 5
bindings, Tyrolean 260-D w/ snow brakes, PM or 275-2601 (ask for Larry).
used 1 season. Phone 282--3690 after 3 PM
wkdys. 8280.
Good condition, Wurlitzer piano,
mahogany wood. Call 647-8980. Price
1971 VW Bug, 8695 or best offer. Reliable 8900 firm.
transportation & good mileage. Call Betsy:
h--277-7503, w-275-2865.
Big yard sale Saturday, Dec. 4. Starts 8:30
--AM. Stop & get something!! Haystack ApVideo tape recorder/Sony portable cases, ts., 11404 Alafaya Trail. Follow the
camera, zoom lens, power pack & charger, arrows!! Ne.w & used clothes, furniture,
like new, asking 81000 o.b.o. Orlando shoes;etc.
Consultants, Inc. 894-7726. ·
Sony receiver, 25 watts, 8100. Lafayette

440 speakers, 850. Must sell. Call 282-

..

Metal detector--Garrett ADS VLF/TR
Deepseeker. Comes with 2 sizes of searchcoils: 71/2" & 101/2". This professional
' detector outperforms others in its class.
Many accessories. Over 8450 invested.
Will sacrifice for 8250. Call Ron at 2996991.

...

1973 Dodge Dart. Runs well but needs
8150 tran mission job. Price: 8200. Must
sell. Call 282-3171..

tJBM memory typewriter: top-of-the-line.
50 pages of memory. Excellent condition.
Just checked out by IBM. 82250. 6711208.
Clarinet. Bundy, with case. Good cond.
Excellent Christmas present for beg.
student. 8100 firm. Call 282-3171.
--Computer--Osbornc I personal business
computer. Comple t with software & factory warranty.
tly 81795. Call for
'demonstration. 2 7 3-7 807 evenings.
---

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time.
Term papers, theses, reports, resumes,
etc. Correction of spelling, gram.mar, punc.
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1~.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert
con:ection of spel).ing, grammar, punctuation. Term papers, theses, dissertations, research papers, resumes, and
.typing. All work prepared on IBM display
writers. Ful-time staff, all have college
degrees. 24-hr. turnaround avail. 6713007.

Rates too high? Call met Prof. typist. 16
yrs. experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms. IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor
editing. Exp. in any/all jobs. Call Marti-1
mi. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after5:30PM.
Professional typing. Word processing or
IBM typewriter, 869-1716.
--Typing done quickly & accurately by exp.
secretary. Term papers, dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. Materials &
proofreading iii.cl. Low rates. Call Sharon,
365-6101.

1979- Honda Express moped. Excellent
condition, great gas mileage, low maintenance. Price: 8225 negotiable with extras: helmet, saddle baskets & Citadel Original & unique - Christmas ball
theftproof lock. Call 275-3654 after 5 PM terrariums. 84 each or 3 for 810. To oder,
L
)
call 695-2417 after 5 PM .
(a_s_
k 1eoo_r_arry
275
_
-2601
__
__
· -----.-----------____.:~----l Typing service available, 11 years ex• o_r_
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

roommates

l·

Female roommate wanted 1st of Jan. who need homes. Free roommate referral
8138/mo. & l/s utilities. Pool, HBO, cable. service! Townhouses available now from
898.75/student per month. Call Jan, 273Semoran North Apts. 678-1482.
0990 or 273-6528.
Female/male roommate wanted. 8100
deposit & l/s utilities. Call 282-3589. Univ. Private bdrms. for two coeds, semi-private
Villas.
bath. 8350 w/o meals, 8450 w/meals per
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - m o n t h . Need references. Phone 886-7407.

help wanted

Business and personal consultations:. the
coming year clearly defined: business,
finance, marriage, health, career. Accurate and reasonable. Call 671-1208.
Dfs with sound systems. Also live band
wanted for holiday parties. 851-9335.

carpool
Someone to split driving costs to NJ &
back during Xmas. Call Jackie, 298-6479.
Person(s) to share driving & expenses to
Boston, MA. Leaving Dec. 18, re.turniri.
Jan. 1. Write Gary, P.O. Box 1942, Orlan
do,32803.
Riders wanted after finals to NE Pen
nsylvania, I-95 & I-81. M or F call Tony
282-2009.

lost&found
~t:

ladies' gold watch, Lady Elgin
Reward offered. Cal Nancy, 282-6524

fotrent

Female t.o share 2-bdrm./2-bath apt. UCF/UNIVERSITY HILLS on Alafaya
8220Mo., incl. elec., phone, cable TV, etc. Trail. 2-bdrm., 2-bath, new & beautiful.
Avail. Dec.1. Call 277-3879 after 7 PM.
Central heat & air, kitchen appliances,
mini blinds, quiet area. 8380. No pets.
Male transfer student needs 2 or 3 room- 293-1934.
mates f'lr Spring 83. Bus. Adm. major. Call
(904) 694-5970.
Need a home next semester? I need people

•

Personality profiles for your next party.
In-depth, entertaining, & accurate. Call
EUulbeth, 671-1208.

.cfoom, all util. pd. 890/mo. _2 mi. tQ UCF.
· Refrigerator in rm. Call 365-8462.

,81ondle's Food & Spirits is now accepting Duplex for rent, 2-bdrm.; ~-bath across
applic. for exp. cooks, waitresses w/ · from Univ. 12047 and 12045 Waldon·
cocktail exp. Apply in person only, Woods Dr. Avail. Nov. 1. Call evenings,
T,W,Th 2:30-4 PM only. Corner of Alafaya 862-3723.
--Tr. & Colonial Dr.

Expert typing. Term papers, theses,
resports, resumes, etc. IBM typewriter.
Best rates in town. Teresa, 869-0684.
Experienced typist available for all your
typing needs. Call Mary, 677-5089.
Typing, term papers, r~sumes, ietters.
Take Gregg shorthand dictation. Quick &
accurate. 7 days a week. 85 minimum.
Marjorie, 671-1456 .

••LETTERS• •REPORTS* *RESUMES••
Professional word provessing services
available for all your typing needs.
Editing service for small added fee~ Call
JUDY'S Business Service, 671-0312 .
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST, ·
ACCURATE,
TERM
PAPERS,
MANUSCRIPTS,
RESUMES,
IBM,
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 6780241.

Individual cOntiC:teritTOTCounsellng
Gynecologists
Sp~aker Service

2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK.

. . 628-0405
Ton Free 800-432~5249

ORLANoo. mR P~K

